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Reason for the application being considered by Committee

Under the Scheme of Delegation Specific to Planning, this application falls to be considered by the Strategic Planning Committee by reason of it being a large-scale major application which, by its nature would raise issues of more than local importance.

1. Purpose of report

1.1 The purpose of the report is to assess the merits of the proposal against the policies of the development plan and other material considerations and to consider the recommendation that authority be delegated to the Head of Development Management to grant planning permission subject to the signing of a S106 agreement within 6 months of Committee and with the conditions listed. In the event that the S106 is not completed within the 6 month timeframe to then delegate authority to the Head of Development Management to determine whether planning permission should be refused on the grounds of not achieving the required infrastructure commitments.

2. Report summary

The main issues in the consideration of this application are as follows:

1. Principle of development
2. Design, layout and landscaping
3. Ecology
4. Impact on landscape and heritage assets
5. Access and highway issues
6. Impact on J17 of M4
7. Flood Risk and drainage
8. Impact upon neighbour amenity
The application has generated 43 letters of objection and 18 further comments. Chippenham Town Council cautiously welcomes the application; Lacock Parish Council and Corsham Town Council support the application.

3. **Site Description**

3.1 The application site comprises 125 hectares of land on the gently sloping western valley side of the River Avon’s meandering corridor south of the built area of Chippenham. The land consists of sloping small to medium sized pastoral fields with some grazing bounded by substantial hedgerows containing numerous trees. There are fragmented blocks of deciduous woodland along some field boundaries, along Pudding Brook and other watercourses that run west to join the River Avon.

3.2 Substantial riparian vegetation lines the course of the River Avon along most stretches with Mortimer’s Wood’s Ancient Woodland on the steeper sloping eastern bank. The heavily vegetated railway embankment and the B4528 road corridor create a strong linear feature along the western boundary of the site. A sewage works is located to the south of Mortimore’s Wood east of the River Avon.

3.3 The built up area of Chippenham follows the main arteries, ending to the south in Patterdown just south of Rowden Lane. Along the B4528 there are small farms, scattered dwellings and extensive greenhouses at Showell Nursery. There are a number of historic farms that contain listed buildings, such as Showell Farm and Milbourne Farm that are scattered in the local landscape, with Rowden Manor and associated buildings of historic importance.

3.4 Chippenham is the main market town within the former North Wiltshire District, with high levels of commercial activity, employment and service provision, as well as good transport links via road and rail. It is identified as a Principal Settlement in the adopted Wiltshire Core Strategy. Chippenham functions in association with the smaller settlements that are located nearby, and is an important urban area that has a sphere of influence that extends beyond the defined boundaries of the town.

3.5 Within the development is a finger of land which is currently used by Chippenham Rifle and Pistol Club. The land runs north-west to south east. The Club land is accessed via existing allotments from Patterdown. There are a number of small buildings on the site which is bounded by hedging.

3.6 To the west of the development, on the other side of Patterdown Road is the employment site of Showell Farm (a report on which is also contained on this agenda reference number N/13/00308/OUT)

4. **Relevant planning history**

4.1 N/13/00308/OUT – Employment Site. Application reported elsewhere on this agenda.

5. **Proposal**

5.1 Submitted as an outline application, with the exception of access, all matters are reserved for later consideration. The proposal is for a mixed-use sustainable urban extension comprising up to 1,000 dwellings; 1.2ha primary school site (capable of accommodating a 1 form entry school and pre-school); a local centre comprising a retail store of up to 400sqm gross within A1; 4 shops up to 300sqm (Class A1-A5); community uses up to 700sqm (Class D1 & D2) which could include a dentists, doctors’ surgery, vets and community building; public open space,
recreational facilities, allotments and Riverside Park; provision of 4 points of access onto Patterdown Road and associated infrastructure including roads, haul road, footpaths, cycleways, balancing ponds, drainage systems, sewage, street lighting and strategic landscaping.

5.2 An illustrative masterplan has been submitted so as to demonstrate how the 125 ha site could be developed for residential purposes with the associated buildings and a comprehensive country park. A number of parameters plans have also been submitted, which demonstrate, amongst other things, how the site will be developed in terms of densities and building heights. It will be noted that a sliver of land is omitted from the application site. This land falls outside of the control of the applicants and is land operated by Chippenham Rifle and Pistol Club. This matter is deal with later in the report.

5.3 As a detailed matter for consideration as part of this application, the submission includes detailed access plans. Pedestrian access points are proposed at each section of the site where present Public Rights of Way touch the boundaries.

5.4 Vehicular access to the site is to take the form of a primary access roundabout onto the Patterdown Road to the south west of the site (Opposite and creating a link through the employment site N/13/00308/OUT elsewhere on this agenda). There are 3 more access points along the Patterdown Road.

5.5 Following further work on the CSAP and the inclusion of 3 additional areas of land immediately abutting the application site, the agents have submitted an ES Addendum to assess the cumulative impact of the larger allocation. Whilst cumulative impact was dealt with in the original ES, the recent proposed modifications to the CSAP make provision for up to 400 additional dwellings on a larger allocation at South West Chippenham.

5.6 A Design and Access Addendum has also been submitted which notes that the masterplan identified the potential to safeguard a southern link road through the development of the site should such a route be required. The proposals make safeguard provision for a possible future southern link road east-west across the masterplan from the main roundabout access on Patterdown Road. A 10m wide (6m carriageway, 2m verge footway to the south) street will be delivered as part of the proposals. The green corridor to the north of the route allows for further widening to 13.3m (7.3m carriageway and 2 x 2m footways and 2x 0.5m landscape strip) if necessary. Accesses on this east-west route will be minimised by avoiding access to single driveways.

6. Planning Policy

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

6.1 The NPPF was introduced in March 2012 as a principal material consideration in the determination of planning applications. It identifies the presumption in favour of sustainable development at para 14 as a ‘golden thread’ running through plan making and decision taking. Conceptually, the NPPF confirms the following:

- The need to plan positively,
- the need for a 5yr supply of housing,
- the status to be afforded to the development plan,
- development management issues

Para 17 identifies the core planning principles under pinning the determination of all applications
Wiltshire Core Strategy

6.2 The Wiltshire Core Strategy (WCS) was adopted by the Council in January 2015. For the purposes of Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and Annex 1 of the NPPF, the WCS including those policies of the North Wiltshire Local Plan that continue to be saved in the WCS (Appendix D) constitutes the main part of the statutory development plan relevant to this case.

6.3 The WCS introduces a housing requirement for the period to 2026 presented by Housing Market Areas.

6.4 Core Policy 1 and Core Policy 2 of the WCS set the foundations for how ‘sustainable development’ is defined and applied in Wiltshire. The strategy recognises the importance of delivering new jobs and infrastructure alongside future housing. The delivery strategy seeks to deliver future development in Wiltshire between 2006 and 2026 in the most sustainable manner by making provision for at least 178 ha of new employment land and at least 42,000 homes.

6.5 Chippenham is identified within the WCS as a Principal Settlement which acts as a strategically important employment and service centre for a number of villages in the Community Area and settlements beyond. Chippenham is to be a focus for development (Core Policy 1). The principal settlements will provide significant levels of jobs and homes, together with supporting community facilities and infrastructure meeting their economic potential in the most sustainable way to support better self-containment.

6.6 Core Policy 2 sets out the delivery strategy for Wiltshire in the period 2006-2026. At least 42,000 homes are to be delivered in Wiltshire, with 24,740 of those required in the North and West Housing Market Area. This is to be delivered in a sustainable pattern in a way that prioritises the release of employment land and previously developed land. The policy states that outside the limits of development as defined on the Policies Maps development should only be permitted where it is identified through a plan-led approach or relates to circumstances identified at Paragraph 4.25.

6.7 Core Policy 10 (CP10) of the WCS identifies the level of housing growth appropriate for Chippenham. The housing requirement for the town is identified as at least 4510 homes supported by 26.5Ha of employment land. CP10 also sets out the intention to prepare a Chippenham Site Allocations Development Plan Document (DPD), which seeks to identify land for employment and “at least 2625 dwellings” (once existing completions and commitments have been taken into account). The DPD will also set out a range of facilities and infrastructure necessary to support growth.

6.8 Criteria are included in CP10 to guide development, in addition to the other provisions contained in the Core Strategy. The criteria are based on the key issues identified for Chippenham in paragraphs 5.46-5.48 of the WCS. They have been included to give direction to the preparation of the Chippenham Sites DPD. However, the criteria could also provide a useful set of benchmarks against which planning applications may also be measured. The criteria relate to:

- Economic led growth
- Town centre resilience and accessibility
- Mixed use development and mix of housing
- Major infrastructure and traffic impact
- Environmental constraints

The context provided through the Core Strategy specifically for Chippenham is that the town should be a focus for growth which will be delivered through planned strategic allocations which deliver the requirements set out in Core Policy 10.

6.9 Policies within the WCS that are relevant when considering this planning application include:
6.10 Several policies within the North Wiltshire Local Plan (2011) have been saved and continue to be relevant to this application.

- NE14 – Trees and the Control of New Development
- H4 – Residential Development in the Open Countryside
- CF3 – Provision of Open Space

7.0 Summary of Consultation Responses

**Chippenham Town Council**: Cautiously welcomes this development and welcomes proactive communication with the developers prior to the submission of a full application. It is also mindful of the housing allocation for Chippenham and awaits confirmation from the Core Strategy and DPD on the final housing numbers for Chippenham.

**Lacock Parish Council**: No objection. The council recognises the need for new homes however recommends that the council defers making a decision pending the Chippenham Site Allocations DPD being finalised and approved.

Additional issues;

- Proposal for several hundred new homes within the Lacock Parish (Corsham Community Area) would appear to be in conflict with Core Policy 11 Spatial Strategy.
- Concern raised in relation substantial increase in surface water run-off into existing flood plain. Questioned suitability of attenuation ponds proposed.
- Disappointed that footway/cycleway along Patterdown to the Lackham roundabout is not provided.

**Corsham Town Council**: No objection. Wiltshire Council may like to defer their decision until the Chippenham Site Allocations DPD has been finalised as recommended by Lacock Parish Council

**Spatial Plans**: The comments of Spatial Plans are incorporated throughout the report in terms of policy background, issues to do with prematurity etc. The site is one of the sites being considered through the CSAP/DPD process.
Wiltshire Council Landscape Officer  The Landscape officer provided comprehensive comments on the initial submission, which are available in full and on line, but the salient points are:

Recommendation
No landscape or visual reasons highlighted as a reason to object. Support subject to use of satisfactory planning conditions and legal agreement to control detailed landscaping matters.

Summary
The Wiltshire Core Strategy – Core Policy 1: Settlement Strategy, identifies Chippenham as a ‘Principal Settlement’ in the hierarchy of Wiltshire settlements. Principal Settlements are identified to deliver a greater proportion of Wiltshire’s overall housing and employment land. It is accepted that this amount of growth can’t be delivered through re-development of large brown field sites in Chippenham, as there aren’t any. Therefore green field sites will be necessary to allocate for development in order to deliver this new strategic growth for the town.

All new development has the potential to result in landscape and visual change effects. So it should not be unexpected that this proposed large scale urban extension on green field land will result in some adverse (harmful) changes to the landscape as a resource, and also result in some adverse visual effects for people (visual receptors) viewing this proposed new development.

The landscape character assessments (Forming part of this Council’s policy evidence base) identify that large scale urban development connected with the future expansion of Chippenham is a specific issue which needs to be planned carefully in order to minimise harmful urbanising effects to landscape character and amenity. The ‘Chippenham Landscape Setting Assessment’ (TEP report) identifies that the future expansion of Chippenham needs to pay particular regard to the separate identity and character of its outlying rural settlements and built heritage assets which are important characteristic features of the wider landscape character.

A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) was submitted with this application. The LVIA has identified a number of harmful landscape and visual effects, some of which have been assessed as likely to generate ‘significant’ and ‘moderately significant’ effects. The assessment identifies that the proposed development will generate a moderately significant adverse effect in relation to the proposed housing areas to the local landscape character of the site and its surrounding area, due to the scale of the proposals and the complete change of land use. In my opinion the resulting effects on ‘local landscape character of the site and surrounding area’ will represent a significant adverse effect resulting from the permanent change of existing rural farmland pasture with permanent new urban mixed use development.

I note that a moderately significant beneficial effect has been assessed for the local landscape character of the site and surrounding area in relation to the riverside park land. The reason given is that The Riverside Park landscape character will not be fundamentally changed, with existing features such as hedgerows and woodland fragments strengthened. In my opinion the future character of the Riverside Park land could significantly change (adversely or beneficially) if or when the existing agricultural hay cropping or grazing management is discontinued. The likely resulting change effects will be directly linked to the intended future use/s and management of this land which is currently uncertain. To this end I recommend that a Landscape Management Plan will be necessary to secure for this proposed Riverside Park land. This Management Plan should clearly define the envisaged use and function of all land, and outline management aims and objectives. My concern is that the agricultural pastoral character of this land, or large parts of it, may significantly change either through neglect or through changed management and maintenance regimes. I suggest that the management and maintenance of this park land needs some further resolution and refinement, focused on future economic viability (i.e. ongoing maintenance arrangements in perpetuity), its value and function to local landscape character and the local community before it can be considered as a sustainable future land use.

While this application must be considered on its own merit, a number of other large outline planning applications for mixed use urban development schemes have also been made to the Local Planning
Authority, all of which are located outside the towns existing defined limits of development, and all of
which will result in some adverse landscape and visual change effects. All of these application sites are
included as ‘Strategic Site Areas’ which have been assessed within the ‘Chippenham Landscape
Setting Assessment’, prepared by TEP (2014). This report forms part of the council’s wider evidence
base underpinning the emerging ‘Chippenham Site Allocations Plan’. ‘Strategic Area E’ (this site) is
being promoted as one of the Council’s preferred allocation sites for strategic settlement growth at
Chippenham.

The application site is located within ‘Strategic Area E’. Given the identified landscape sensitivities and
qualities to be safeguarded, the TEP landscape assessment ascribes the area forming the setting to
the listed Rowden Manor and the flood zone associated with the River Avon with a low development
capacity, whereas the western part of ‘Area E’ has been ascribed a moderate-high development
capacity. This farmland currently serves a landscape function as physical separation between
Pewsham and the Rowden Hill area. The landscape is also important in defining the rural approach into
the town along the B4528/B4643. The application site is not generally visually prominent from the wider
landscape. Some areas of land within Area E will be visible for some receptors, such as those elevated
receivers from Pewsham (Englands) and from short lengths of the A4 (Pewsham Way). The greatest
visual change effects will be for those receptors using the B4528/B4643 (Patterdown Road) and from
properties with slightly elevated views over the development site, and also views experienced from
Public Rights of Way crossing or in close proximity to the proposed urban development areas.
Properties and public vantage points along the elevated limestone ridge to the east will also experience
a change effect in views, one of increased urban influence and development in the context of a small
part of a much wider panoramic view of the town and as a filtered long distance view against an
existing urban backdrop baseline (viewed from elevated receptors from the east) it should also be
noted that the landscape baseline situation from which to assess change effects should allow for the
employment allocation at Showell Farm and also the mainline railway electrification project which will
introduce overhead gantries and power lines, and likely require the removal of a large amount of
existing vegetation from the embankment.

There can be no doubt that the development proposal will result in the permanent loss of agricultural
grazing / hay cropping farm land which results in the narrowing of the existing green wedge of
countryside separating Pewsham from the Patterdown area, replacing farmland with new large scale
urban development. The development will also urbanise a section of the south eastern B4258 / B4643
(Lackham College /A350 roundabout) road approach, which will be most visible as a change effect for
road users travelling between Patterdown and Showell Farm Nursery and for residential properties
along this same stretch of Patterdown Road.

The proposed housing development areas do not breach the Rowden Conservation Area boundary,
and based on the location and scale of the new housing being promoted within this site, I don’t judge
that the illustrative urban / rural housing area transitions adjoining the southern and western
conservation area boundary will generate severe or significant adverse landscape or visual effects or
impacts likely to generate harm to the setting of Rowden Conservation Area (please note my comments
in this regard are not offered or intended as commentary on heritage designations, but as landscape
and visual impact observations). Advice and comment on heritage matters will be provided by my
colleague Caroline Ridgwell.

I consider the application is able to demonstrate that the housing proposals will not harm the character
of the River Avon corridor or tributary watercourses. That important landscape features are capable of
being conserved and enhanced along these watercourses. I must highlight again, (further to my pre-
application comments during early meetings) that due to the sheer size of the proposed riverside park
land and its intended detachment from Milbourne Farmstead, I raise some concerns over the
uncertainty of the future use and character of this land, as there is a risk that the existing pastoral
farmland character may be permanently changed to something else, either through neglect or
deliberate changes to existing management regimes. The resulting change effects may result in
positive, neutral or beneficial landscape effects, which also have the potential to be cumulative in
nature and effect, assessed in combination with Rawlings Green and East Chippenham sites, where
further large areas of existing riverside pasture within this same local landscape character area are also
proposed as new areas of public riverside parkland).
The development parameter plans and the illustrative masterplan demonstrate that existing hedgerows, trees and woodland are capable of retention and successful integration within illustrative development layouts. In my opinion the current illustrative material demonstrates a well considered and measured design approach to achieving sensitive transitions between new urban areas and existing countryside. The illustrative proposal also demonstrates protection and enhancement of green infrastructure routes and connections, through and adjoining the site along with sustainable drainage principles and systems.

It is considered that while the scheme might benefit from some further landscape planting in the southern housing areas, and possibly to the east of the Patterdown Valley housing character area, that these issues are relatively minor in nature, and could be satisfactorily addressed as part of detailed landscaping matters.

The LVIA identifies that resulting effects of new development can be mitigated to some extent through; the sensitive siting of residential areas, being sympathetic to the existing topography and landscape character and urban grain, by using a landscape led masterplan with strong structure planting throughout development and boundary planting along edges, through the creation of a Riverside Park, additional planting and improved pedestrian and cycle access across the site, enhancement of existing hedgerows and strengthening of field patterns, enhancement of riparian corridor with areas of wet meadow and new woodland planting linking existing fragmented blocks and historic landscape / heritage interpretation.

I note that the housing areas have been separated into phased development areas, I find no indication of when new planting or rights of way enhancement will be delivered or phased in the riverside park areas. The arrangements and trigger points for the delivery of mitigating structural landscape planting, green infrastructure enhancements and rights of way improvements within the riverside park land needs to be agreed alongside phased housing delivery, and secured by planning condition or legal agreement.

I have visited the site, including the surrounding area to assess the potential effects on landscape character and visual amenity, and to review the findings of the Landscape and Visual Chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) submitted with this application.

The proposed application site comprises a number of small and medium sized agricultural fields which are all currently laid to grass. These fields are typically enclosed by intact mature hedgerows and a number of mature hedgerow trees along with some linear blocks of woodland. The fields to the northern end of Conservation Area and site are more open and exposed to the visual town context due to a weaker enclosing landscape structure, in combination with the elevated topography and elevated urban vantage points over this land. Adjoining elevated urban areas at Rowden and the elevated wooded Great Western Railway embankment define and provide a visual barrier to the north and west of Chippenham. Field boundaries fronting the Patterdown Road, which denote the development site’s western boundary, comprise a mix of surviving lengths of native hedgerow, some tall which block onward views, and some maintained lower allowing views over the site towards the elevated limestone ridge located to the east. There are also lengths of domestic boundaries associated with dispersed residential development and conversions, and some lengths of timber highway fencing. Natural stone walls are also evident along sections of Patterdown Road. Small River Avon tributary watercourses (Pudding Brook, Milbourne Brook, Holywell Brook) cross the site in a west to east direction. The Chippenham Rifle Club outdoor shooting range and an allotment area, are located within a linear strip of land (excluded from the surrounding development site) adjoining the southern side of Pudding Brook. The eastern boundary of the application site is delineated by the meandering River Avon and its associated riparian vegetation.

The majority of the proposed (housing) development site occupies the flatter and more gently sloping pastoral land located to the south (around Milbourne Farm and to the north of Showell Farm) which falls gently east towards the river. Further north the southern slope of Rowden Hill denotes the limit of housing proposals. This south facing land is higher in elevation and overlooks the well vegetated Pudding Brook. This higher landform extends north towards the hospital and provides opportunities for
elevated views from its east facing slope (proposed park area) towards Pewsham, overlooking the River corridor, Rowden Conservation Area and the well wooded Rowden Manor site. The existing residential development and the hospital site forming the western edge of the Conservation Area are visually exposed from eastern receptors and these slopes also enable some north-eastern views of the town and the A4 relief road from the Conservation Area. This harsh urban edge would benefit from some additional tree planting as enhancement within the Conservation Area at higher elevation, to help soften this existing urban edge.

Views from the north towards the site (proposed housing areas) from Pewsham (Englands), Avenue La Fleche/Pewsham Way (A4), and from CHIP19 an elevated footpath running around the south western edge of Pewsham estate, and also from lower riverside receptors will be restricted to occasional glimpsed views, largely screened by existing intervening layers of filtering riparian and field pattern vegetation. Where glimpsed views of new urban development may be possible, views will be fragmented and viewed in the context of a strong wooded landscape provided by the retained and supplemented green infrastructure network and structured landscaping within and adjoining proposed housing areas. The application site is completely screened from all western medium and longer distance receptors by the topography of the well vegetated Great Western Railway embankment. The site is visually prominent for close receptors bordering the west of the site such as Patterdown Road users and from a few dispersed properties along this road. The site is also obviously more visually prominent from the existing Public Rights of Way which pass through or adjacent to the proposed development site. Elevated longer distant visual receptors located to the east and south from the elevated limestone ridge will experience some change effects, however I consider that due to their elevated nature and the presence of intervening filtering vegetation, and the nature of potential views which form a smaller part of a much wider panorama that also currently includes the wider urban backdrop of the town (from these elevated vantage points), that changes resulting from development would not give rise to particularly severe adverse visual effects. The LVIA clearly establishes that there is no potential for inter-visibility with the settlement of Lacock further to the south-east.

The existing footpath network will be affected in the following ways; CHIP5 a short Bridleway sharing the route of the vehicular access track to Rowden Manor from the end of Rowden Lane, and CHIP1 which links CHIP5 north towards the waterworks and the Avenue La Fleche are unlikely to experience any views of housing areas due to intervening topography and field boundary vegetation. The following existing relatively short linking sections of footpath will be completely absorbed into the proposed urban development areas; CHIP6 running along the top of the slope on the north side of Pudding Brook (VP2); CORM94 which provides a short link between Patterdown Road through the rifle range and up the slope to join with CHIP6; and CORM90 which passes through Milbourne Farm providing a link from Patterdown Road to the rural PRoW network further east.

Further east, offset from the meandering course of the river, footpath LAC039 extends from Puckling Grove, close to Lackham College in the south to join footpath LAC09, towards Rowden Manor and onward links to CHIP5 & CHIP1 at the far north of the site. Views from the lower flood zone footpaths (LAC09 & LAC039) are likely to experience some limited and glimpsed views of the upper edges of new housing areas, through and over existing gaps in tributary riparian, and field boundary vegetation. However most potential views will be filtered and screened by existing and proposed intervening vegetation in the longer term. A very short section of footpaths LAC09 and LAC039 (close to Lackham College) are elevated, but drop with contour quite quickly down to the lower vale floor level. From these short elevated sections of path, receptors travelling north are likely to experience medium distance views of narrow and broken horizontal bands of new urban development (roof s) to the east and north of Showell Nursery, including the south facing Pudding Brook upper Valley housing area. A short east to west footpath (LAC016) joins CORM90 at Milbourne Farm (west) to LAC09 in the east. Views from LAC016 will experience an increased urban context especially travelling west, views to the south of proposed southern most housing areas are likely to be screened by some significant green infrastructure and woodland planting.

In my opinion the southern boundary of the southern housing area could and should be strengthened further with some additional linear woodland planting. I also observe that the housing density of the southern ‘Woodland character housing area’ appears to be quite high as currently illustrated. This
seems to contradict the lower density vision for this area outlined in the Design and Access Statement. I suggest the proposed Bat corridors through this southern housing area could be widened by additional woodland planting, which would help break up urban mass and further add to the sense of place and strengthen green infrastructure links.

The introduction of lighting within this rural area generated by new housing, street lighting and additional highway junction lighting will result in a notable night time change effect within this existing dark area of farmland. However, the existing urban influences of the A350 / Patterdown Road junction and lighting, overhead electricity lines suspended from large pylons, the elevated railway embankment (soon to be electrified by overhead electricity lines suspended from gantries) contribute urbanising influences on the local character and viewpoints further south and east of the site.

Conclusion

This site, Area E, is one of the Council’s preferred site Allocations within the emerging Chippenham Site Allocations Plan - Development Plan Document.

I highlight the obvious and significantly adverse landscape effects likely to result from this development as the loss of a large area of greenfield farmland (the proposed housing areas) as a landscape resource, to be permanently replaced by new urban development. The adjoining section of Patterdown Road will also become permanently urban in character.

Major and moderate Adverse visual change effects resulting from this development will include the change of existing rural views across the site towards the limestone ridge, to views through and over urban development in the foreground for the short sections of existing rural footpaths incorporated into or adjacent to the proposed new urban housing areas, and also for Patterdown Road users and the few residents, along the length of Patterdown Road sharing a boundary with the application site.

The current outline illustrative proposal demonstrates that sensitive design, landscape mitigation and enhancement of green infrastructure and landscape character could be appropriately incorporated into a development at this site. I find the illustrative proposal to demonstrate that urban development will not compromise the existing character or landscape value of the conservation area. There is an opportunity to soften an existing harsh urban edge to the north of the Conservation Area through the introduction of tree planting in groups at the higher contour elevation to break up the existing urban edge.

Within the riverside park areas there is potential for a change of character to result from the existing pastoral farmland character to something else if or when the existing grazing and hay cropping of land associated with Milbourne Farm ceases or changes. If the LPA is minded to grant outline planning consent for this development, I highlight that until a Management Plan is submitted to the LPA for the proposed ‘Riverside Park’ land, the resulting landscape effects of taking this large area of land out of agricultural use remains uncertain. I suggest there is also a degree of uncertainty about the long-term economic viability of maintaining such a large area of open space in perpetuity. The use of a suitably worded planning condition, or inclusion within a s.106 legal agreement may be considered to be an appropriate way to address these issues.

Suggested Conditions

1. Standard pre-commencement condition requiring the submission of detailed hard and soft landscaping scheme for the written approval of the LPA.

2. Standard condition requiring the implementation of the approved hard and soft landscaping, within an agreed programme, or phased programme of delivery. Include standard annual plant replacement clause for dead, dying or missing plants to cover the first 5 years following implementation of planting. (Advanced structure planting within the Riverside Park land would be welcomed alongside the first phase of housing delivery).

3. Condition requiring the submission of a ‘Riverside Park Management Plan’ for the written approval of the LPA. The Management Plan shall set out a clear vision for how the Riverside
Park land holding will be used by people and community groups, and how the land (individual fields / land parcels) will be managed in perpetuity by the designated management body. The Management Plan shall clearly define and prescribe how management objectives and maintenance operations will protect and enhance the existing heritage, ecology and landscape value and character of the site, within the context of wider green infrastructure links and functions of this land.

An ES Addendum was submitted in July 2016, which includes (in Section 4 Landscape and Visual Issues) further consideration of the potential for ‘cumulative landscape and visual impacts’ to arise from the proposed development in combination with the 3 additional adjacent smaller sites, which have been allocated in the Council’s ‘draft Chippenham Site Allocations Plan’ (updated 10th May 2016). No particular landscape or visual concerns are raised in relation to the potential for harmful cumulative effects to arise from this (14/12118/OUT) development, in combination with these 3 additional sites.

He considers that the ES landscape tables ‘L3-Landscape Baseline and Sensitivity’ & ‘L4-Landscape Change and Magnitude and Significance’, also included within Section 4 to satisfactorily address the issues he has previously raised in his landscape consultation response relating to the potential uncertainty of change effects to local landscape character, specifically farmland pasture, likely to result from the proposed change from farmland pasture to Riverside/Country Park land as part of the application. These updated LVIA ‘Landscape Tables’ now provide a direct link to envisaged future uses and overall management objectives and regimes for this land which include direct references to the ‘Landscape and ecology management strategy- Revision B (Plan M1) December 2014 and direct references to appropriate paragraphs within the Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (LEMP). He raises no further concerns in this regard and believes that the revised ES information demonstrates that the proposed development could retain and enhance the local landscape character with identified mitigation measures implemented. For clarification, this mitigation principally consists of the requirement for the appropriate future management of park land to retain hay meadows and other characteristic grassland pasture, within strengthened framework of biodiversity and habitat enhancement.

Wiltshire Council Urban Design The application is supported overall in relation to Wiltshire Core Strategy Core Policy 57 ‘Ensuring high quality design and place shaping’ (CP57), Building for Life 12 (Third Edition) (BfL12). The design content conveyed by the illustrative masterplan, together with the Design and Access Statement (Version 1.5 Nov14) and Parameter Plan Fig 1.3 to 1.8 inclusive supporting and explaining this masterplan would in principle accord with the requirements of the Core Policy 57. It should be a condition for this masterplan layout, the design intent and design principles conveyed in the above supporting information shall be carried through with any subsequent reserved matters application. Full comments are available on line, which also deal with some important matters of detail for consideration at any subsequent reserved matters application stage.

Wiltshire Council Conservation Initial concerns were raised with aspects of the original plans in relation to the impact to the conservation area. Amendments have been made to address these concerns and no objection is raised.

Original Comments –

- Care should be taken to maintain the agricultural/pastoral character within the conservation area itself. Detailed design and materials, pathways etc should maintain a more rustic/rural feel.
- Development abutting the conservation area on its western edge should allow for green space/planting between the buildings and the conservation area edge to a greater extent. The impact of a row of buildings with little or no screening, as shown in the top diagram on page 47, would I think have an adverse effect on the character and appearance of the conservation area.
- Particular concern with regard to the impact on the conservation area is the development in Great Coppice, which is the northern-most section on the western edge. The eastern-most section of this land rises up not just from the Pudding Brook to the south, (as shown on...
p.45) but also from the east (p.25). It is considered that the houses on the eastern-most section of Great Coppice, (shown as part three and part two-storey) should be two-storey only and should follow the contour lines around the curve of the slope (p.25) rather than introducing artificial terracing on a north-east to south-west line as shown. This would soften the junction with the conservation area and, with the aid of planting, look more natural in the wider landscape.

Further comments following revised plans -

- Amendments accord with discussions of meetings and address former objections. The harm caused by these proposals on the setting of the heritage assets would be less than substantial but the public benefits of the development may outweigh the harm caused, therefore the proposed development would be in accordance with policies outlined in the NPPF.

Further comments were received on 4th March 2016.

These further comments are in addition to those previously supplied on Jan 21st 2015.

Rowden Park area is located to the south of Chippenham between the hospital (formerly the workhouse) and the road leading towards Showell Farm, Lackham and Lacock (A350). The land slopes down from the hospital and levels off to give a series of open fields bounded by hedgerows. There are a number of farms and buildings located in the area, some are listed, one is scheduled, some are undesignated heritage assets and others are modern. Currently, the central area between Chippenham, Showell Farm and Lackham is a conservation area and the only buildings in that area are Rowden Farmhouse (grade II*), the grade II listed stable and barns at Rowden Farm, and the Scheduled moated site with fishponds at Rowden Farmhouse. Chippenham town more or less ended at the hospital until after WW2. Prior to that, the Rowden to Patterdown area and along to Showell Farm and Lackham was largely undeveloped with just a few detached buildings dotted across the landscape.

The Rowden Conservation Area was originally designated in 1989 and included the land immediately around Rowden Manor. In 1996 the conservation area was enlarged to include a wider area around the manor, as this better reflected the historical ownership of land by the manor and controlled the topographical and visual enclosure of manor lands around the house and to the river valley.

The outline proposals are to build up to 1000 houses infilling the area between the A350 and edge of the conservation area, starting from just next to the current development at Rowden Lane and extending as far as the nursery opposite Showell Farm. In addition, paths will be created in the conservation area on the land currently used for pasture and haymaking. The proposal is to create a Country Park, although it is not entirely clear what the use of the land will be. The scale and density of this development would considerably alter the character of the area and setting of the heritage assets. As the small quantity of buildings in this area currently are mainly farms and cottages and mostly two to two and a half storeys high, enveloping them in urban development will harm their setting by removing the land that they were built to be associated with. The proposals would also affect views to and from the heritage assets, which are currently across fields and hedgerows but will be obscured by new buildings or at best seen in a sea of masonry rather than vegetation. The proposals would harm the setting of the heritage assets, albeit less than substantial harm. The addition of such a large quantity of housing may have a public benefit in the form of providing additional opportunities for house ownership. Whether the loss of the green space and rapid bloating of Chippenham town is a public benefit will be a decision for the planning officer.

To that end, the officer’s attention should be drawn to paragraphs 17(10), 131, 132, 134 and 137 of the NPPF. The emphasis is on new development affecting the setting of heritage assets to enhance or better reveal their significance (para 137). Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 is clear that in considering whether to grant planning permission for development which affects a listed building or its setting, the local planning authority shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural
or historic interest which it possesses. Furthermore, Section 72(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 states that that with respect to any buildings or other land in a conservation area special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that area. The indicative layout of the proposed development appears not to comply with the NPPF or the Act on this point and it is suggested that the layouts and densities are reviewed in order to create more views to and from the heritage assets and soften the approach to any new development.

On the ES Addendum, the conservation officer writes that she welcomes the reduction in density near the conservation edge, as well as the attempt to open up views through the development to and from the parkland. My concern with the suggested maximum building heights of between 10m and 11.7m remains. I realise that this is an outline application and the submitted images are illustrative only, but I feel that part of a garden village design is not just space between buildings but also that the new buildings provide a positive additional dimension to the area. By using pastiche designs that could be anywhere in the country, the pitched roofs, often with gable dormers in them, necessitate greater overall heights without pin-pointing vernacular details specific to North Wiltshire. It may be worth considering more contemporary building design that uses colours and materials found in the area but incorporates a flat/grass roof or roof garden to keep the heights down.

In summary the density is supported, but it is requested that the building heights are reduced in order to lessen the harm caused to the setting of the heritage assets.

**English Heritage/ Historic England** - were initially concerned that the current scheme did not fully comply with the NPPF and would wish to see more work undertaken to ensure that the whole development is successfully integrated into the landscape in order to protect the setting of the Rowden Park Conservation Area at this strategically important entrance way into Chippenham.

Commented that more efforts should be made to protect the setting of the CA by introducing more planting where appropriate and where this is not suitable allowing a larger buffer of land between the development and the CA. This should be addressed and the application should be determined in accordance with national and local policy guidance, and on the basis of your specialist conservation advice.

Subsequently, further information has been supplied by the applicants and Historic England has commented again as follows:

- In addition to their previous comments they note that in order that these works adhere to the requirements of The Act, section 72 they suggest that alterations to the scheme are required, as in its current form the current scheme fails to preserve or enhance the conservation area.
- The NPPF para 137 requires LPAs should look at opportunities for new development within Conservation Areas...and within the setting of heritage assets to enhance or better reveal their significance.” Due to the irreplaceable nature of the rural backdrop to the Conservation Area ‘any harm or loss should require clear and convincing justification’ as specified in para 132. In addition para 138 states that ‘Loss of a building (or other element) which makes appositive contribution to the significance of the Conservation Area...should be treated either as substantial harm under para 133 or less than substantial harm under para 134. “ Para 134 of the NPPF states that ‘Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, the harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal , including securing its optimum viable use.
- They are pleased the assessment they requested has been undertaken focussing on Chippenham and its attributes. However, they cannot concur with the report’s findings. In particular they believe that the area of open rural fields is a significant characteristic of the southern aspect of the conservation area, which also extends around the south western and part of the western side of the conservation area boundary. This rural quality is important and positive element of the conservation area’s character and contributes towards the way it is experienced in this location. Furthermore, the report recognises that the construction of
housing along the western and south-western margin of the Conservation Area will have a "significant indirect effect" on it. However, we disagree with the concluding remark that the development along the western margin will result in a 'neutral significance of effect'. In their view, the proposal will have a marked impact on this aspect of the conservation area's character and immediate setting and the application should therefore be judged against para 134 of the NPPF.

- It is also disappointing that the applicants do not consider it necessary to revisit their original masterplan despite the point raised in para 2.6.5 of the report that the construction of residential housing 'would change the existing predominantly rural character'. As they have already stated they consider this to be a fundamental component of the Conservation Area's context and would have expected more consideration of the mitigation measures and landscaping to be reviewed. The tranquillity and sense of spatial distance from the development that is currently experienced within the conservation area will be harmed by the presence of this development in close proximity to its boundary. As a result they suggest that the layouts, densities and landscaping are reviewed in order to reduce the impact of this development on the conservation area and its immediate environment.

- They have been copied into the report by Stephen Bond and are mindful of the concerns raised, but consider that the determination of the application ensuring S66 and S72 of The Act are met, is a matter for the Local Planning Authority to determine.

Following the submission of the ES Addendum, Historic England maintains their concerns as set out above.

**Wiltshire Council Drainage**: Support subject to Condition relating to:

- Relevant infiltration tests carried out in accordance with BRE Digest 365
- Justification or further measures to support results flood risk calculations in given in FRA
- Further consultation with Wessex Water and the Environment Agency relating to foul and surface water discharges
- Separate application for land drainage consent if necessary

**Wiltshire Council Leisure and Sports Provision**: Requested a contribution of £823,304 based on 1000 dwellings.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Halls</td>
<td>£437,043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor Bowls</td>
<td>£45,343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Turf Pitches</td>
<td>£50,818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>£533,204</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is proposed that the contribution is used on the following projects:

- The provision of a new/upgraded multipurpose hall and changing to lessen the demand on the existing sports hall.
- Upgrading of the existing MUGA to Artificial Turf Pitch standard.

In line with the Open Spaces and Playing Pitch contributions requested from colleagues in the s106 Team, Wiltshire Council has accepted the playing pitch in the development however as the playing pitch does not have changing accommodation linked to it (which is the requirement), it will not be able to be used in a formal sense by sports clubs and therefore is of limited sports value. In light of this Wiltshire Council requires a contribution equal to the level of the changing room building cost. Wiltshire Council calculates this contribution by referring to Facility Costs provided by Sport England (latest 2014) which indicates the following:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Team Changing Room plus Officials (75m2 Traditional construction)</td>
<td>£260,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We further expect a 20 bay car park and estimate that to be</td>
<td>£30,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Sports England:** Objects to current proposal on the basis that the proposed on-site provision does not bring any benefit to any formal sport. It is not marked out with pitches and is not served by adequate facilities. The on-site provision proposed at this stage is not fit for purpose. Additional comments were provided from the National Governing Bodies for Sport to be used to inform the off-site contribution and on-site provision.

**Wiltshire Council Education:** Based on 910 qualifying properties generating a need for 282 primary and 200 secondary school places.

- The primary pupil product of this application is sufficient to require a new 1.5% FE size primary school – both site and appropriate financial contributions.

- In addition to this, we also require a full financial contribution towards the cost of the 282 places needed. The current (2054/16) capital cost multiplier is £16,979 per place.

- Secondary - the three Chippenham secondaries operate a shared town catchment area. Hardenhuish and Sheldon are both consistently full and over-subscribed, whilst Abbeyfield does have 176 spare places at current peak forecast, against an 11 -16 capacity in permanent accommodation of 900 places. However, all these available places are taken up by the combined pupil product of other developments already applied for/approved in this area, and so a shortfall already exists e.g. the Birds Marsh Wood and Hunters Moon applications registered ahead of Rowden Park, are being required to contribute towards the funding of the deficit in places which has already been created, and create a need for a total of 233. So Abbeyfield School is also effectively full, and any developments coming forward in the Chippenham secondary area are required to contribute towards an expansion of provision proportionate to the number of places that they require.

- The current (2014/15) capital cost multiplier for secondary places is £19,084 per place.

- Our S106 Methodology also contains a requirement for developers to make contributions towards the provision of Early Years places where appropriate.

*This assessment is specific to the site location, housing number and mix supplied, and any changes to any of these would necessitate a new assessment. For example, this will be relevant if a figure other than 30% affordable housing is eventually approved. Assessments use the pupil data, forecasts, capacities and details of other known housing in a designated area as at the time they are made, so were an application to be revised/replaced, this could affect the outcome of our assessment at the later time. The date of registration of a planning application establishes its priority or otherwise for any spare places available at a school, which are allocated on a “first come, first served” basis.*

**Wiltshire County Archaeology:** Support subject to Condition

Agree with the conclusions of the Environmental Statement that mitigation is required across the site in the form of excavation. No archaeological features were found in fields 4, 6, 7 and 8 and so no further work is required in these areas. Excavation is still required in Fields 1-11 and in all of the proposed pond basins and flood compensation areas. A detailed archaeological mitigation strategy is now required for these areas.

**Wiltshire County Ecologist** –no objections subject to conditions. See section on ecology for full details. Following the submission of the ES Addendum in July 2916, no further comments are submitted.

**Wiltshire Council Environment Services - Public Open Space:** No Objection subject to the following:

In order to make it acceptable in planning terms, the proposed development has a Public Open Space requirement of 42,300m², of which 7050m² should be play provision.
• 14.5Ha of Open Space will be provided on site. In accordance with the current Local Plan there would be sufficient Open Space provided as part of this development.

• In accordance with the Local Plan, 7050m² of Play provision should be provided. The locations of the play areas are not clear on the master plan; a clearer plan showing the play area locations is requested.

The developer must ensure the Open Space land is secured as Open Space in perpetuity. The Councils preferred approach would be for the Open Space to be transferred to a management company, or for the Parish Council to adopt the land (if they so wish). ADM...Please see section 17 of report.

**Wiltshire Council Public Art:** Requested public art contribution figure of £300 per dwelling and £3 per square metre of commercial development we would expect that no more than 10% of this figure to be spent upon the production of a public art plan.

**Wiltshire Council Housing:** 40% Affordable housing (split 70% affordable rent and 30% shared ownership) this requirement there is a requirement for:

- 10% of these units to be built to Lifetime Homes Standards to meet the adapted needs of older people or those with disabilities
- Some of the 1 bed flats (in blocks of 6-8 units) will be required to meet the needs of people with learning disabilities.
- There is an identified need for 60+ Extra Care units (to meet required design specification-details to be advised by the Council).

The affordable homes are required to be pepper-potted throughout the site in clusters of 10-12 units and the completed affordable homes to be transferred to a Registered Provider, approved by the Council, on a nil subsidy basis and secured via a SI06 Agreement.

**Highways England:** Have recently removed their Holding Objection on this application, subject to a condition. This has been the subject of numerous discussions, which are discussed in section 13 of the report.

Based on the current housing delivery trajectories set out in the plan and the modelling undertaken by Highways England, further development at Chippenham would exacerbate mainline queuing resulting in severe road safety impact by 2017, contrary to Circular 02/2013 Para 9. There is, therefore, a demonstrable need for the M4 J17 improvement works to accommodate the above development proposal, in that a planning condition preventing the development being occupied until the M4 J17 improvement works are completed is necessary.

To that end Highways England has already agreed a scheme with Wiltshire Council and the applicant which consists of the signalisation of the junction off-slips. This scheme has been designed to provide the mitigation necessary to accommodate planned growth to 2026, including Rowden Park. Wiltshire Council have committed to design, fund and deliver the scheme and have an indicative programme assuming delivery in Autumn 2017. On this basis it is likely that the J17 improvements will be complete early in the delivery programme for this site and the Plan period. The risks remain however, and Highways England would not be content with indefinite growth in the absence of the delivery of the agreed scheme.

It is therefore Highways England’s updated view that permission can be granted such that no more than 140 dwellings can be built and occupied prior to the M4 J17 scheme being in place. Beyond this dwelling quantum, timescales and growth are likely to result in unacceptable and severe road safety impacts.
Highways England considers that this approach would not compromise the deliverability or viability of the development while managing the potential road safety risk. They suggest the following condition:

No more than 140 dwellings shall be occupied unless, and until the M4 J17 improvement scheme as shown on Atkins drawing numbers WHCC_OS_ATK-HGN-T07178-DR-D-ooo1 revision P01.5 dated 14/01/16 and WHCC_OS-ATK-HGN-T07178-DR-D-0002 revision P01.4 dated 14/01/16 are completed and open to traffic.

Reason: To ensure the safe and effective operation of the strategic road network

**Wiltshire Highways:** - comments from Highways following the submission of the ES addendum:

The TA Technical Note provides a new sensitivity test to understand the effects of the cumulative impact of N Chippenham; Rawlings Green, Hunters moon, Showell Farm, 400 additional units to the SW of Chippenham and the proposed development. There are 2 scenarios tested: 2026 base situation but including some of the planned A350 improvements and 2026 base situation +Rowden Park + proposed mitigation.

On average across the Chippenham network mean journey times change between the above 2 scenarios by: AM peak +15 secs from a base average of 192 secs and PM peak -6 secs from base average of 195 secs.

The results show that changes are small provided the mitigation measures in the Chippenham transport Strategy being implemented. The development will contribute to this via CIL.

The introduction of MOVA software at the Bridge Centre traffic signals will lead to a reduction in delay for that junction of around 20% with an increase in capacity at peak times of 4-6%. This cannot be modelled by the PARAMICS model and therefore these improvements are not included in the results discussed above.

Stagecoach has put forward a half hourly bus service through the development and would directly connect to the train station, town centre and onwards to Calne and Swindon. A S106 contribution is required to secure the service and this has been agreed. The service into the development would commence on the occupation of the 150th dwelling.

**Planning obligations and conditions**

- Provision of:
  - primary site access roundabout including street lighting,
  - central southern junction including a right turning lane including street lighting,
  - central northern junction including right turning lane including street lighting

- Securing ability to achieve in the future direct and unfettered link from the primary access roundabout to serve the land to the east at a standard of 7.3m carriageway width plus 2m footways to either side segregated from the carriageway by grass strips of 1m in width.

- Financial contributions to the A350 mitigation

- Public transport contribution to be agreed and index linked to secure extension of service 55 to serve the development for 5 years

- Transport contribution of £385,000 (breakdown included in full response, although the applicants have not yet agreed to the £105k to improve the route between the development and town centre at figure 3.3 in the TA including surfacing and lighting where achievable)

- Travel plan vouchers for households

- Extension of 40mph speed limit along Patterdown Road over the frontage of the development

- Funding for cycle track and footpath diversion and conversion orders

- No more than 800 homes to be completed before the Cocklebury Link Road is open for use.

**Planning conditions**
• Construction Management Plan providing details of the management of heavy goods vehicle construction traffic, including their routes approaching and leaving the site.
• Prior to the occupation of any dwelling served by the access to Coppice Close, the access to Coppice Close shall be provided with visibility splays with nothing in excess of 600mm in height above carriageway level between the carriageway edge, and a line drawn from a point 2.4m back along the centre line of the access from the carriageway edge, to a point on the nearside carriageway edge 36m to the west.
• No development shall commence until a Residential Travel Plan has been submitted to and approved in writing by the LPA. No part of the development shall be occupied prior to the implementation of the residential Travel Plan etc.
• Provision of a School Travel Plan to be submitted and implemented.
• Provision of 3m wide shared use cycleway before the occupation of any of the development south of the rifle range
• Additional footpath connections and markings as set out on approved plans.
• Provision of a spur from “Rowden Mile” in a form to be useable in all weathers.
• Provision of access to Coppice Close
• Provision of bus stops
• Upgrading of CHIP4 footpath.
• Footway connection from the development to the eastern side of Queens Bridge
• The Rowden Mile to be 3m wide, bounded surface and street lit.
• Provision of cycleway from central northern access to connect to existing footway on the east side of Patterdown
• Provision of footway along Patterdown Road to Lackham College entrance.

Southern Link Road
The revised D and A Statement section regarding the provision of land for a future Southern Link Road is generally satisfactory in principle. There is an error in the calculation of the land required: the correct amount of land required is as stated - 13.3m but made up of 7.3m carriageway, 2 x 2m footways and 2 x 1m grass strips between the footways and the carriageway (This has been pointed out to the developer and amended details are expected).

There must be a planning obligation to require the first 30 metres connecting to the primary access roundabout to be designed as a 7.3m approach with 2m footways and 1m grass strips as above, and the remainder of the route as far as the eastern boundary of the developed area to be constructed as a 6m carriageway and 2m footway separated from the carriageway by the 1m grass strip on the south side, and land dedicated to the HA for future link road construction as above on the north side, giving a total available width of 13.3m. Across the country park the obligation must secure to the HA the necessary corridor for the SLR as far as the eastern boundary of the red lined area at a suitable point for onward extension (north of the sewage works).

There is no policy requirement that requires the developers to construct the SLR within their site – only to safeguard the provision

Wessex Water: Holding Objection on the grounds of odour nuisance. Further odour survey and modelling work should be carried out by the developer to provide representative and aggregate predictions of odour emissions from the works. (However, see below for comments from the Council’s Environmental Health Officer on this aspect)

• Odour Nuisance- Parts of the site are within the development restraint zone around Chippenham Sewage Treatment Works. Residential property in these areas is regarded as high risk with odour emissions affecting resident’s amenity. The results of the odour impact assessment indicate that a wide range of land will be affected by odour levels above the threshold that gives rise to complaint.
• Existing Sewers - The developer is advised to contact Wessex Water to discuss detailed layouts before the submission of reserved matters application in order to assess how existing trunk sewers crossing the site may be affected.
- **Water Supply** – Confirmed the predicted demand.
- **Foul & Surface Water** – Developer is advised to contact Wessex Water to discuss adoption requirements for foul and surface water systems.

**Wiltshire Council Environmental Health:** No Objection subject to further details being agreed;

**Chippenham Rifle and Pistol Club** - Initial concern was raised over the possible impact of the club activities on amenity of residential properties

Following detailed discussions the officer now accepts the SNL target of 55dB however still expresses concern that it is likely to generate noise complaints. Acknowledges that the expectations of future occupants should take this into account. The initial objection is now withdrawn if the applicant accepts the SNL target of 55Db and submits a ‘Noise Mitigation Scheme’ to demonstrate compliance.

On the ES Addendum submitted in July 2016, following a number of meetings the Environmental Health Officer still raises some concerns. He withdrew his original objection on the basis that the applicants had stated that they could achieve an SNL of 55dB across the whole application site and not just the back gardens as per the maps in the original ES and Figures 3.6 to 3.9 of the March Addendum.

The submitted built layout approach does not convince him that future occupants will not experience a loss of amenity and possible nuisance from the rifle range and he is not sure why they have not approached the gun club to erect the 3m barriers originally proposed to protect not only the residents but also the gun club’s existence.

The noise consultants have stated that when building heights were entered in the model as presented in the latest parameter plans DWG No.3787_807 Rev A. no height has been specified

**Potential for adverse odour impact from Wessex Water treatment plant**

Acknowledges the concerns raised by Wessex Water, however is of the belief that modelling has over-predicted the impact which is reflected by a limited history of complaint in area. It is accepted that dwellings may experience a slight odour impact from time to time but there is no evidence to suggest this would be at levels sufficient enough to raise concern or objection.

Comments are awaited on the contamination report, an issue that has been raised by local residents

**Environment Agency:** No objection subject to conditions relating to:

- Finished floor levels
- Flood Plain compensation
- Surface Water management
- Pollution prevention
- Water Efficiency and Climate Change

Further comments have been received following the submission of the ES Addendum, which state that they have reviewed the ecological appraisal and are pleased to see that hedgerows, mature trees, brooks, ponds and woodland are being retained. It is very important to keep these ecosystems connected for the protected species on site and other wildlife sites nearby. Any loss of habitat on site would need mitigation elsewhere in order to avoid any detriment to the environment and accord with NPPF para 109. They were unable to find an Environmental Management Plan which is mentioned in the plans and recommend that this is conditioned.

**Wiltshire Council Tree Officer** states:-
I have no objections in principle to this proposed development with regard to trees. There are 253 trees and 178 groups on this site which is recorded within the Tree Schedule provided by Treework Environmental Practice. There are 10 key ‘A’ category trees with veteran features which should be retained and designed into any design layout. All retained trees should be allowed sufficient space to avoid direct and indirect damage to proposed dwellings. In some cases where this is not achievable root barriers should be considered. Future growth of these trees should also play an important part when deciding on final layout.

The following information should accompany any reserved matters application:

- Tree retention/removal plan (finalised);
- Retained trees and RPAs shown on proposed layout
- Strategic hard and soft landscape design, including species and location of new tree planting;
- Arboricultural Impact Assessment;
- Arboricultural Method Statement - detailed
- Details for all special engineering within the RPA and other relevant construction details;
- Alignment of utility apparatus (including drainage), where outside the RPA or where installed using a trenchless method;
- Dimensioned tree protection plan;
- Schedule of works to retained trees, e.g. access facilitation pruning Detailed hard and soft landscape design.

**Natural England:** No Objection, summary of comments below

- Suggested a condition requiring a Conservation Management Strategy is provided to cover both residential and park areas.
- Recommendations made regarding park management in order to preserve rural character and improve biodiversity, climate change & food security outcomes as well as public amenity benefits.
- Recommended locally native trees (predominantly Oak) are used as planting amongst the built form. Trees should be planted and managed such that they can attain sizes comparable to the existing large trees on the site.
- Landscape treatment to south-western edge of the valley should be given careful consideration due to its prominent elevation
- Additional comments relating to connections with existing PROW network
- Standing advice provided in relation to protected species
- LPA should also consider;
  - other sites (biodiversity & geodiversity)
  - local landscape character
  - local or national biodiversity priority habitats and species.

**Wiltshire Wildlife Trust:**
Confirm they have been in discussions with the developer about green infrastructure and the provision of an eco school.

**Wiltshire Police:** Unable to assess details of any proposal by the applicant to mitigate a potential increase in crime and/or disorder resulting from the proposed development at this time. Welcomes further consultation on this matter.

**Wiltshire Fire and Rescue:** Provided details in relation to:

- Requirements identified under B5 of approved Document B of the Building Regulations
- Recommendation to improve safety and to reduce property loss in the event of a fire
Showell Protection Group: Several objections to the proposal which are summarised below:

- Proposal contravenes agreed Core Strategy in relation to ‘Jobs First’ strategic approach
- Premature in light of work to Chippenham DPD
- Traffic modelling is inadequate does not take into account proposed employment land at Showell Farm
- Proposal does not contain adequate flood risk assessment that incorporates proposal for the large scale employment land development at Showell Farm
- Riverside Park is unfeasible if council will not fund manage and develop the park

Since the publication of the ES Addendum the following comments have been received from the group:
1. The application is premature ahead of the CSAP hearings. Granting permission would negate the CSAP hearings as no further allocations are required in Chippenham.
2. The proposal makes no provision for safeguarding the SLR route, which is clearly shown on The Supplementary transport & Accessibility Evidence submitted in April 2016.
3. In the light of other sites coming forward (Langley Park (400 homes) and Gate Farm (140 homes)) means that far less development is required in South West Chippenham and the 800 originally proposed is sufficient.
4. The development does not provide an accurate transport impact analysis for the surrounding area. The application shows the primary access via a new roundabout on the B4528. However, the application makes no reference to the fact that there is also a major application for employment which also connects to the roundabout. The employment site provides a major connection across to the A350, which is also shown in the Council’s own mixed strategy proposal. Crest has not provided a traffic impact report.
5. The proposals make no provision for access to the site from the south by foot or cycle.

Stagecoach West (Transport operator): Support, comments that they have been fully consulted on public transport options to serve the development. In an email of 9th August 2016, they re-affirm their strong interest in serving the site and believe that they can sustain a commercial service at a core daytime frequency of at least every 30 minutes 0700-1900h Monday to Saturday. The deletion of the comprehensive bus lane on Bath Rd does, however, represent greater operational challenges at peak times.

The costs to the developer would be (for 5 years) £438k.

National Trust: Raised several concerns;

- Proposed development area extends well into Lacock parish, wrapping around the Showell Nurseries site. A better option would be to keep housing to the north of the nurseries site, which could be wholly retained for employment use going forward.
- Development may cause increased traffic using village roads as short cuts (Lacock and Bowden Hill)
- Development may result in flooding and water pollution affecting the village
- Support provision of open space, allotments and wildlife areas, and opportunities for walking and cycling.

8. Publicity

8.1 The application was advertised by site notice, press advert and neighbour consultation. Following the submission of the ES Addendum further sites notices were put up on 27/7/2016 and re-consultations were issued. The consultation period expired on 10th September 2016.

8.2 44 letters of objection have been received raising the following points:
Coppice Close
- Concern about volume of traffic required to pass through Rowden area. The area cannot absorb additional traffic.
- Coppice Close residents have insufficient parking, and many park on the road. This road is not wide enough to accommodate both parked cars and a large volume of additional traffic. The road will not be suitable for use by heavy goods vehicles and emergency vehicles.
- There is a caravan park situated on Rowden Lane. Under the current proposals, caravans will be required to use Coppice Close and it is unclear how they will negotiate the chicanes in this location.

Road network
- Previous traffic reports that indicate that the area will become grid-locked if development goes ahead are being ignored.
- Traffic congestion survey data taken from 2008 and is out of date.
- Forecast of flow of traffic only considers the 145 homes in north of development, not the homes already under construction in the area.
- Developers have under-estimated the impact of additional homes on A4 junctions. The development would increase the bottleneck around the A4 which could not be alleviated by the addition of traffic lights in this location.
- There are existing traffic problems in the area and the development will exacerbate these issues at peak times.
- Residents of Rowden Hill already experience difficulty in exiting their driveways and entering the A4. A higher volume of traffic on this road caused by the development will exacerbate this issue.
- Will increase traffic on B4528 which is already a busy stretch of road.
- Roads in the area are already in a poor state of repair and the development does nothing to address this.
- The Core Strategy’s plans to redevelop Chippenham Town Centre will add traffic on Patterdown Road and the A4 Rowden Hill.
- Development will increase vehicular movements and therefore carbon emissions.

Sustainable transport
- Cycle paths, footpaths and proposed bus lane will not alleviate traffic problems as the application is overly optimistic about the journeys that will be ‘saved’ through use of the cycle track.
- Development does not comply with Core Policy 10, criteria 3 and 4 which requires developments to offer transport benefits for the existing community and improve accessibility by alternatives to the private car.
- There is an existing problem with vehicles speeding along Melksham Road. As there is no safe place to cross in this location, the development will increase hazards for pedestrians.
- The Rowden Mile is not wide enough for a shared cyclist/pedestrian route. It is unclear how it will cross Avenue La Fleche and how it will enter the town centre.
- The tunnel under the railway line leading to Saltersford Lane does not deal adequately with connections to the Hunters Moon development and the west side of Chippenham. There are no clear plans as to how cyclists and pedestrians will negotiate this busy road (B4528).
- The proposal doesn’t include clear cycling and walking links between the proposed development and Pewsham. A cycle/footbridge across the river Avon is shown in the Transport Scoping Report (fig 4.2) but it is not shown in the Riverside Park Green Infrastructure Strategy drawing (drawing no. 2513-090).
- Because the proposal contains no serious plans that would significantly increase levels of walking and cycling in Chippenham, the proposed development is not sustainable.
- The bus lane on Rowden Hill is likely to make the pavement/crossing more dangerous for pedestrians as the pavement will be narrowed.
- No consideration is made for local requests of a cycle lane/footpath south along the B4528 to the Lackham roundabout to link Showell and Lackham College to the north.
**Listed Buildings/character of area**
- Development would have an unacceptable impact on listed buildings in the vicinity (of which there are 19) and the adjacent conservation area. The associated documents do not recognise that harm to the conservation area or listed buildings should be given considerable importance and weight in line with legislation. A failure by the planning authority to recognise this could provide grounds for judicial review.
- The development will harm the character of Chippenham.

**Ecology**
- The development will disturb the existing natural wildlife between the proposed housing and the river.

**Impact on Showell and surrounding area**
- Development is too close to Showell and Lacock and will harm their rural setting and creating an urban sprawl.
- Without footpath/cycle path, new facilities in development will not be accessible by sustainable means for residents of Showell.

**Contamination**
- Land is unsuitable for development due to contaminants which are harmful to health.
- Wind-blown dust from the contamination will put residents at risk.
  - Concern that contaminants could enter water supply.

**Drainage/flooding**
- Development would be on the flood plain. There has been frequent flooding in the area which has previously involved the escape of raw sewage.
- Development could cause flood water to back up, affecting homes on the Rowden farm settlement.
- Development is around an existing sewage bed which is already overloaded.
- Development will result in vast hard surfaced areas which will result in run off into the flood plain. Attenuation ponds will not be able to counteract this run off and the risk of flooding downstream will be increased.

**Green space/boundary treatment**
- No planned footpath between Brooklands and the development. Concern that a pathway could be inserted into the designated green space at the top of Coppice Close, which it is argued would harm the character and appearance this green space.
- Development will involve loss of agricultural land.
- The developer has not provided appropriate boundaries and borders to those in Rowden Park who will be affected by the development.

**Rowden Lane and Rowden Hamlet**:
- Part of Rowden Lane (to the east of the first cattle grid) is private property with maintenance costs shared between the owner of the agricultural land and the residents of the hamlet. With increased people using the lane, it is unclear how will maintenance costs will be addressed.
- It is unclear who will maintain the new hedges planned on the south side of Rowden hamlet.
- Light pollution would be increased if the two cycle paths crossing Rowden Lane were lit.
- There should be increased physical and visible protection for the properties in this location if the land here is converted to public recreational land e.g. through protective hedging.
- Rowden Lane provides the only access to the Hamlet and concern was expressed regarding the intersection between the lane and the proposed cycle and footpaths that will cross it and the impact that this will have on road safety.

**Doctor Surgeries:**
- Environmental Survey Document does not take account of the full-time/part-time status of doctors and therefore overestimates the number of patients it could serve.
- Lodge Surgery is highlighted as a surgery that could take on further patients. However, the development is outside the catchment area for this surgery.

**Schools:**
- There are few school spaces in the area so children will need to travel to school, increasing congestion.
- One primary school is inadequate, given the planned housing numbers.
- Secondary schools in the area would not be able to cope with an influx of new students.

**Employment:**
- The proposal does not comply with Core Strategy for Chippenham which states that new jobs must come before housing. There is no mention of employment land in the development.

**Misc:**
- Concern that ‘interpretation strategy’ and related signage to highlight the historic monuments in the area will encourage members of the public to stray onto private land.
- Chippenham is a commuter town and does not have the industry and commerce to support its current population.
- Application should be delayed until Chippenham DPD is in place.
- Ariel photographs application is based on are out of date and do not show existing development on north western boundary of the site (Coppice Close/Brooklands) or work ongoing by Redcliffe. This information should be updated as it is not possible to present an adequate cumulative assessment of the development in the area without this information.
- Referring to para 5.11 of the plans - Rowden Park Environmental Survey Non-Technical summary, no viewpoint is shown at the Rowden Hamlet and so it is not possible to assess the visual impact of the development from this location.

**Support:**
Support was expressed for the intention to create a country park which will preserve green space around the conservation area.

Following the publication of the ES Addendum the following comments have been received from 10 local residents:
- Queries regarding the timing of site notices and their positioning.
- Significant amount of new uploaded documents which are not clear as to what has been revised.
- The road system is unable to cope with the increased traffic and the data used from 2008 is out of date.
- Prematurity with regard to the CSAP hearings.
- The scale is too large.
- The development should be employment led.
- The access is the same as that proposed for 14/08985/OUT...An extension was refused in 1995 because of unacceptable impact...why is the situation now different?
- The site is bigger than original and extends into Corsham Area when it serves Chippenham.
- The development would have a massive impact on the community of Showell and is contrary to CP10.
- Contrary to CP51 which seeks to protect, conserve and enhance Wiltshire’s distinctive Landscape character. The entire landscape south of the town will be swamped by buildings.
- The setting of Grade II Lackham House has been totally ignored. It has an important setting with set piece landscape views running up to Chippenham. The setting will be filled with houses and artificial landscape.
The land has a significant amount of Grade 1 agricultural land, which will be destroyed. There is brownfield land available which should be considered first.

Access appears to be reliant on access across Showell Employment site, but if that is not developed then massive traffic problems will occur on Patterdown.

No regard has been paid to request for a cyclepath from Lackham roundabout. There are promised surgeries and schools etc but what assurances are there?

Flooding is a concern.

The documents are very confusing.

Rowden Manor’ setting is not preserved or enhanced. Views to and from will be compromised.

Light pollution...the mention of 6m high lighting columns is unacceptable. Will the Rowden Mile be lit?

Lack of detail on planting proposals

Views to and from the Heritage Assets and a more detailed analysis by specialists is required.

Proximity of urbanising effect of footways and cycleways.

More time is needed for further information on traffic generation and impact.

Effect of increase on number and types of paths crossing the conservation area will have an impact and do not necessarily follow existing routes.

Playing fields must not be all-weather surfaces.

Some housing is in Flood Zone 3. More work is required to satisfy Env Agency requirements.


Light pollution and noise pollution into the conservation area.

Air pollution ..... The CSAP states that there will be adverse effect on air quality in the area. This should be fully assessed.

Natural England has not carried out an assessment on Protected Species and there is no report on this to Wiltshire Council.

Concern that the riverside park will become suburban and manicured; concerns that examples of Tadpole Farm in Swindon bear no resemblance to the rural areas of Chippenham.

The proposed wildlife corridors appear as empty promises.

Conditioning a land management plan is leaving it too late.

Possible flooding...there should be legally enforceable assurances.

Objection from representative of other Chippenham Site known as East Chippenham submitted by Chippenham 2020. (The application number is 15/12363/OUT and has been registered but is not yet determined).

The objector states that the proposal contravenes both local and national policy being unsustainable due to its location and the nature of development planned and more critically in conflict with local and national policy concerning cultural heritage.

The policy framework is set out in the letter and the objector does not consider that the proposal complies with the policy. Moreover they state that it contravenes National Planning policy and it is inappropriate for it to benefit from planning permission. The conclusion holds despite the Council’s intention to allocate the land within the Chippenham Site Allocation Plan.

The objector then moves onto stating that it is well established that the duty under S66 of the Listed Buildings Act requires “considerable importance and weight” to be accorded to any finding of failure to preserve a listed building or its setting (See east Northamptonshire DC vs SSCLG (2015) 1 WLR.45. The same principle applies to any finding of a failure to preserve or enhance the character or appearance of a conservation area. In either situation, a finding of harm cannot be treated as a normal material consideration.
They note that within the vicinity of the proposal are 19 listed buildings. Of these Rowden Complex comprises a Grade II* farmhouse; a grade II listed stable block and a grade II listed barn 125m away from the proposed development. They are listed in the ES as being adversely affected by the development. Other listed buildings are listed as being potentially affected. Moreover, Rowden Park Conservation Area, which is adjacent the site, is anticipated to have “both direct and indirect impacts, including impacts on the Conservation Area Character Area identifies as significant views. In paras 6.8.14 and 6.8.16 of the ES it is concluded that the development would have direct effects, causing a “high adverse impact” on heritage assets and indirect effects causing “low adverse impacts”.

They state that nowhere is there any recognition that any harm to a listed building or to the character and appearance of a conservation area should be given “considerable importance and weight”. If the Council were to repeat that omission, it would be falling into the same error of law into which the SoS fell in the Barnwell Manor case. The ES goes on to state that the overall effects on the heritage asset will be one of moderate-substantial enhancement because of purported ‘mitigation measures’ - recording and reporting of archaeological records and information panels within the conservation area – which would increase public awareness and understanding of the archaeological and cultural heritage of the Conservation Area. This appears to amount to a suggestion that the overall effect of the development, taking into account the purported ‘mitigation measures’ would in fact be no harm to the statutory objectives in s66 and s72 of the Listed Buildings Act and the Barnwell Manor principle is not engaged...insofar as that is legally untenable. The focus in s66 is the ‘building and its setting’ and the focus of s72 is on the ‘character and appearance’ of the conservation area. These provisions are not concerned with the provision of information through for example record keeping panels. They are concerned with the heritage assets themselves. Accordingly a conclusion that there would be no overall conflict with these provisions because any harm to the listed buildings and character and appearance of the conservation area would be off-set by a greater public awareness and understanding of heritage assets is legally untenable. The only lawful conclusion open to the Council based on the applicants’ own material is that there would be a conflict with the statutory objectives in both s66 and s72 and that ‘considerable importance and weight’ should be ascribed to this conflict. A failure of the Council to acknowledge this is clear grounds for judicial review.

In summary the application should be refused for the following reasons:

- The spatial allocation under draft policy CH1 of the CSAP is unsound as the process of site selection failed to give ‘considerable importance and weight’ to cultural heritage matters.
- The mitigation proposed does not satisfy the legal tests of s66 nor s72 of the Planning (listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.
- The proposal fails to meet the objectives and requirements of Development Plan Strategic Objective 5 and Core Policy 58.

A further document was submitted which is also available in full on line and which criticises the site selection process that the Council has undertaken for the DPD. Additionally their comments on the current application are summarised by them as follows:

The Rowden Park application seriously under-represents the nature and value of the local historic environment. The methodology used in preparing the assessment had the potential to reduce artificially the identification of the range of heritage assets that might be affected by the development. That is exactly what has occurred. As a result, the cultural heritage chapter of the Environmental Statement, which constitutes the application’s heritage assessment, does not comply with the requirements of paragraph 128 of the NPPF. The heritage impact assessment is very partial in its coverage and demonstrably under-represents many issues and impacts, rendering it significantly flawed and unreliable and its conclusions lacking in credibility. If Wiltshire Council were to positively determine the application on the basis of the application’s heritage case, as it is currently presented, it is clear that the Council would fail to comply with its legal duties imposed under sections 66 and 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.
9.1 Principle of development

9.1 Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 require that the determination of planning applications must be made in accordance with the Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

9.2 In this case, the Wiltshire Core Strategy, including those policies of the North Wiltshire Plan saved in the WCS, forms the relevant development plan for the Chippenham area.

9.3 Important material considerations in this case include the requirement in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) to assess whether the Council has a five year housing supply for the north and west housing market area that includes Chippenham and recent appeal decisions within Wiltshire.

a) Wiltshire Core Strategy: Core Policies CP1, CP2 and CP10

The relevant policies relating to the principle of development in Chippenham are:

- Core Policy 1: Settlement Strategy
- Core Policy 2: Delivery Strategy
- Core Policy 10: Chippenham Area Strategy

9.4 Core Policy 1 and Core Policy 2 of the WCS set the foundations for how ‘sustainable development’ is defined and applied in Wiltshire. The strategy recognises the importance of delivering new jobs and infrastructure alongside future housing. The delivery strategy seeks to deliver future development in Wiltshire between 2006 and 2026 in the most sustainable manner by making provision for at least 178 ha of new employment land and at least 42,000 homes.

9.5 Chippenham is identified within the WCS as one of three Principal Settlements which act as a strategically important employment and service centres for a number of villages in the immediate area and settlements beyond. Chippenham is to be a focus for development (Core Policy 1). The principal settlements will provide significant levels of jobs and homes, together with supporting community facilities and infrastructure meeting their economic potential in the most sustainable way to support better self containment.

9.6 Core Policy 2 sets out the delivery strategy for Wiltshire in the period 2006-2026. This is to be delivered in a sustainable pattern, in a way that prioritises the release of employment land and previously developed land. At least 42,000 homes are to be delivered in Wiltshire, with 24,740 required in the North and West Housing Market Area.

9.7 Core Policy 2 states that development outside of the limits of development of existing settlements will only be permitted in exceptional circumstances, or if the site is identified for development through a site allocation document or a Neighbourhood Plan. The exceptional circumstances are set out in paragraph 4.25 of the Core Strategy. In this case, the site lies outside of the limits of development for Chippenham.

9.8 Core Policy 10 (CP10) of the WCS identifies the level of housing growth appropriate for Chippenham. The housing requirement for the town is identified as at least 4510 homes supported by 26.5 ha of employment. CP10 also sets out the intention to prepare a Chippenham Site Allocations Development Plan Document (DPD), which seeks to identify land for employment and “at least 2625 dwellings” (once existing completions and commitments have been taken into account). The DPD will also set out a range of facilities and infrastructure necessary to support growth. The status of the emerging DPD is discussed further below.

9.9 Criteria are included in CP10 to guide development, in addition to the other provisions contained within the Core Strategy. The criteria are based on the key issues identified for Chippenham in
paragraphs 5.46 – 5.48 of the WCS. They have been included to give direction to the preparation of the Chippenham Site Allocation DPD the criteria relate to:

- Economic led growth
- Town centre resilience and accessibility
- Mixed use development and mix of housing
- Major infrastructure and traffic impact
- Environmental constraints

9.10 The context provided through the core strategy specifically for Chippenham is that the town should be a focus for growth which will be delivered through planned strategic allocations which deliver the requirements set out in Core Policy 10.

b) Chippenham Site Allocations Plan (CSAP)

The CSAP has been submitted to the Secretary of State for Examination. The CSAP identifies mixed use land proposals necessary to deliver at least the scale of growth required by Core Policy 10 of the WCS.

9.11 The CSAP hearings were suspended by the Inspector on 11th November 2015. In responding to the Inspector’s concerns over the site selection procedure, the Sustainability Assessment and deliverability of identified site proposals the Council undertook a schedule work including public consultation. The hearing sessions recommence later this month. The Proposed Modifications arising from the schedule of work mean that only two strategic allocations are now proposed in the CSAP: - South West Chippenham (including the current application site) and Rawlings Green. Although the suspension of the hearings has introduced a delay to the process the evidence prepared to support the Plan in the form of topic specific evidence papers linked to the CP10 criteria in the WCS remains relevant. However, for the present purposes little weight can be attached to the CSAP itself given the fact that it is the subject of unresolved objections and the examination into these has yet to be concluded.

9.12 Notwithstanding the progress with the DPD, CP10 retains its clear vision that sites on the edge of the town should come forward through a plan led process. The criteria included within CP10 could, however, usefully be applied to the consideration of planning applications.

c) Material Considerations relevant to the principle of development

9.13 Housing land supply has to be regularly assessed. The Council cannot currently demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply in the North & West HMA, and the current calculation is that the Council has a 4.76 years supply. This figure does not include the proposed site allocations in the Chippenham Site Allocations DPD. In these circumstances, NPPF Paragraph 49 advises that policies relevant for the supply of housing should not be considered up-to-date. As a result the presumption in favour of sustainable development as set out at Paragraph 14 of the Framework is engaged so that permission should be granted unless the adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits.

It can be seen therefore that CP1, CP2, CP10 and Saved Policy H4 are all relevant for the supply of housing and are to be considered out-of-date. This does not mean, however, that these policies carry no weight or even only limited weight. It is clear Development Plan policy that Chippenham is to be a main focus for development and that this should carry significant weight. It is moreover clear that Chippenham is not performing in line with Development Plan expectations. Of the minimum level of 4,510 houses to be provided in Chippenham over the Plan period, 1,780 are still required as of April 2015.

In summary, it is concluded that while limited weight only can apply to the fact of breach of settlement boundaries given the shortfall in the housing land supply and the clear need to meet a significant amount of future housing and employment need beyond existing
settlement boundaries, the fact that Chippenham is to be a focus for development should carry significant weight in the decision-making process.

**Housing Delivery**

9.15 Chippenham is a town which has seen limited levels of housing delivery in recent years as compared to historic levels of delivery. In part this is due to a downturn in the economy, which, of course, is now on an upward trajectory. Annual monitoring also suggests that at present the needs of Chippenham are being met at other locations within the North and West Wiltshire Housing Market Area, particularly Calne and Corsham. While Chippenham is identified as a Principal Settlement in the Core Strategy, the neighbouring settlements of Calne and Corsham are identified as market towns. In contrast to Chippenham annual monitoring shows rates of housing at these two towns are exceeding anticipated rates, indicating that growth has probably been deflected to them and away from Chippenham as a result of a lack of allocated land for development. (All of Calne and Corsham’s indicative requirement for housing has been granted permission with 11 years of the Plan remaining, (Housing Land Supply Statement, April 2015 updated with appeal decisions at Corsham).

9.16 To deliver the indicative housing requirement set for Chippenham Town within the plan period an average build rate for Chippenham of about 225 homes is needed. This has not been achieved for the period since 2006 with 1015 homes built in 9 years.

9.17 As mentioned above the suspension of the CSAP has introduced doubt into the deliverability of the proposed allocations which has led to a shortfall in relation to the 5 year housing land supply position in the North and West Wiltshire HMA. Delivering housing now could be seen as a benefit to help address any shortfall in housing land supply. It should be noted that North Chippenham Housing site has recently been approved for 750 houses (N/12/00560/OUT 15th Feb 2016). However, although this is a significant number of houses, compared to the number that needs to be provided in Chippenham (4510), it is a relatively small proportion and certainly does not take away from the argument that a 5 year housing land supply cannot be demonstrated and that Chippenham has not been fulfilling its role as a Principal Settlement in housing terms.

**Prematurity**

9.18 PPG advice on the issue of prematurity is as follows:

Arguments that an application is premature are unlikely to justify a refusal of planning permission other than where it is clear that the adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, taking the policies in the Framework and any other material considerations into account. Such circumstances are likely, but not exclusively, to be limited to situations where both:

a) the development proposed is so substantial, or its cumulative effect would be so significant, that to grant permission would undermine the planmaking process by predetermining decisions about the scale, location or phasing of new development that are central to an emerging Local Plan or Neighbourhood Planning; and

b) the emerging plan is at an advanced stage but is not yet formally part of the development plan for the area.” (PPG 21b/14)

Given that the emerging Site Allocations DPD makes two strategic allocations of which the application site is one, i.e. Policy CH1, and further given the fact of objection to CH1, then it is clear that granting consent on the application may pre-empt the Site Allocations Inspector’s consideration of the merits of the site. It “may pre-empt” because even if Members resolved to approve the application, it is not certain that the necessary legal agreements would be
signed to enable a permission to issue in advance of receipt of the EiP Inspector’s Report.

There is, however, no rule of law that a development control decision cannot pre-empt a decision by an Inspector charged with a Local Plan examination. The application is not in conflict with the Site Allocations DPD but rather it is consistent with it. Moreover, as is made clear in the “Planning Balance” section below, the proposals bring forward a series of planning benefits which make the proposal acceptable in its own terms and justify approval of this application now.

10. Design, layout and landscaping

Principles

10.1 This planning application is submitted in outline only. With the exception of access, all matters are reserved for later consideration. In order to assist in consideration, an Indicative Masterplan” embedded within a Design and Access Statement document setting out the principles of development has been provided so as to provide an indication of how the site could be developed in the quantum applied for. The application is in outline, where all matters relating to layout, landscaping, appearance and scale are reserved for later consideration under separate Reserved Matters applications, but with this application the authority has comfort of a well set out scheme by way of conditioning submission and approval of a masterplan. This is also a requirement of policy CP10 of the Wiltshire Core Strategy.

10.2 The ethos behind the Masterplan is that of a Garden Village. The Garden Village will set the overarching identity and character of Rowden Park. This will be characterised by predominantly lower density family housing with front and rear gardens, on plot parking and generous streets and public open spaces. Within this common theme there will be local variations in character to reflect site characteristics. For example the southern area of the site will extend and draw on the existing strands of woodland in this part of the site to help development integrate into the existing landscape.

10.3 The majority of existing trees, hedges and watercourses will be retained and used to define a spacious and green character to the development. Rowden Park will embrace some of the original principles of Garden Cities such as the use of hedges to define front gardens and buildings and landscape to frame and terminate key views, spacious streets with grass verges and large street trees, clear building alignment, which is set back within plots overlooking streets and a limited number of urban block typologies which allows a clear distinction between public and open space.

10.4 A clear street hierarchy will provide a structure to Rowden Park, which is easy to understand and navigate as well as allowing the design of each street to be appropriate for its intended traffic role. Where parking is to be provided on street it will be integrated into the street scene, which means only providing it where there is sufficient width and placing it in dedicated bays rather than informally at the side of the road.

10.5 The D&AS lays out the key thing that will be delivered: Upto 1,000 new homes (at a residential density of approx. 32 per hectare); 1.2ha primary school site (capable of accommodating a 1 form entry school and pre-school); a local centre comprising a retail store of upto 400sqm gross within A1; 4 shops up to 300sqm (Class A1-A5); community uses upto 700sqm (Class D1 & D2) which could include a dentists, doctors’ surgery, vets and community building; public open space, recreational facilities, allotments and Riverside Park (including the provision of the Rowden Mile: A new pedestrian and cycle route linking Rowden Park with Chippenham Town Centre, which will allow people to get to the centre in under 20 minutes); provision of 4 points of access onto Patterdown Road and associated infrastructure including roads, haul road, footpaths, cycleways, balancing ponds, drainage systems, sewage, street lighting and strategic landscaping.
10.6 Homes are suggested to be a mixture of detached; semi-detached; terraces; apartments and mixed use buildings. It is indicated that the majority of the dwellings will be two storey, but areas of 3 storey are shown to allow flexibility to enhance the village centre character around the local centre and allow an urban design solution which seeks to frame key gateways and spaces. These are set out in parameters plans, which will form part of the decision plans. The area of the site to the north of Pudding Brook slopes steeply with a south facing aspect. It may be possible to design buildings with a storey lower on the north elevation and thus 3 storey dwellings have been indicated. In accordance with good practice, affordable homes will be in small groups, pepper-potted throughout the development, and, in terms of appearance, will be designed to be indistinguishable from market homes. The urban structure will be divided into 4 clear styles which are: Green Corridors (following natural drainage and vegetation lines); Village Centre (A mixture of community facilities located at the natural gathering point); Access loop (A clear and direct street hierarchy); Character Areas (Shaped by existing landscape features allowing Rowden Park to have a distinct identity which is rooted in place). Developing an appropriate interface between the development area and the Rowden Conservation Area has driven all decisions at all stages of design development. The aspiration has been to ensure pedestrian and cycle access between the two and that development does not simply turn its back on the conservation area, but equally is not overly imposing on its character.

10.7 The Riverside Park forms an important and intrinsic part of the proposal and will ensure pedestrian and cycle links to the town remain strong and accessible, whilst also providing informal recreation space, interpretation boards and ecological enhancement together with additional enhancements to surface water drainage. The management of this park will fall to a management company and officers have been in discussions with the applicants as to how that might best be achieved, together with negotiations taking place about links over into Englands. The park will contain a hierarchy of paths, some more formally surface than others.

10.8 Affordable Housing

The Housing team has requested that, in line with the core Strategy Policy, 40% Affordable housing (split 70% affordable rent and 30% shared ownership) is required. Their request can be summarised as:

- 10% of these units to be built to Lifetime Homes Standards to meet the adapted needs of older people or those with disabilities
- Some of the 1 bed flats (in blocks of 6-8 units) will be required to meet the needs of people with learning disabilities.
- There is an identified need for 60+ Extra Care units (to meet required design specification-details to be advised by the Council).

The affordable homes are required to be pepper-potted throughout the site in clusters of 10-12 units and the completed affordable homes to be transferred to a Registered Provider, approved by the Council, on a nil subsidy basis and secured via a Sl06 Agreement. Work is underway to confirm viability and the developer is committed to providing affordable housing based on the outcome of that assessment.

The developer is aware of these requirements and has already stated that viability will not allow them to reach the 40% target. The exact level of provision is not yet determined or agreed and will depend on the developer providing full viability information for assessment. However, the applicants have committed to a minimum level of 30%. This clearly is not in compliance with Core Policy CP43, which requires 40% provision within Chippenham. The supporting text of the policy states that the level of affordable housing must be realistic with regard to economic viability. The full viability of the scheme has not been presented to the Council, but a commitment to a minimum of 30% has been established. It should be noted that this a minimum requirement and when the full open book viability study is submitted, negotiations can take place to raise that %.
The question is therefore, should the application be refused given the lower level of Affordable Housing offered. This has to be weighed against the overall benefits of the scheme, which will deliver a high level of housing and even at 30%, this will provide 300 Affordable units, which make a significant contribution of Chippenham’s requirements.

On balance, given all the other benefits that the scheme produces, with the main one being the provision of much needed housing in Chippenham, it is considered that this potential shortfall can be accepted, given the actual quantity of affordable homes that are likely to be provided. It should also be emphasised that this number can be raised, but will not go lower. The final figure will be based on a full viability assessment being made available to the Council.

10.9 Footpath Links/Cycleways

The walking and cycling improvements with the application include the delivery of on-site connections/improvements and a financial contribution to improve off-site routes. There is proposed to be a direct route to the town centre achieved by lighting improvements (and a small section of resurfacing) to existing footways through residential areas. This route provides the shortest route to the town centre and connection to the shared walk/cycle improvements due to be delivered by Hunters Moon development.

10.10 The Rowden Mile is to provide an alternative route to the Town Centre that passes through the proposed riverside park, providing connections to the network of Public Rights of Way and leisure walks. New foot and cycle connections will be provided to connect the proposals at Showell farm to encourage walking and cycling from both existing areas of Chippenham and Rowden Park to the new employment area.

10.11 The Hunter’s Moon development is required to deliver a footway connection from their site to the east side of Queens Bridge. A new footway connection is proposed from Rowden Park towards the Queens Bridge signal junction, thus providing a connection between the two developments. Improvements are also to be done to the Public Rights of Way from Rowden Park leading to Lackham College.

10.12 Alternative access to the town centre and the open countryside will be provided via the development for all existing residents of Chippenham to the north and west of the development. This can only be seen as enhancing their enjoyment of the town and providing an off road alternative to access the wider benefits that Chippenham has to offer.

Reserved Matters

10.13 Despite its brevity, the NPPF in Para 17 and Section 7 continues to attach great importance to the design of the built environment. The importance is reinforced in the more recently issued NPPG. Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, is indivisible from good planning, and should contribute positively to making places better for people. The guidance also states that permission should be refused for development of poor quality that fails to take into account the opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area and the way it functions. All subsequent reserved matters applications submitted in respect of this site will be considered in this context and final agreement of the detail for; detailed plot and building layout; design quality including materials and finishes; hard and soft landscaping including boundary treatments; landscape structure, buffer and amenity planting; design and appearance of SUD’s areas; tree and hedgerow protection etc. will all be assessed in detail at that stage. Notwithstanding the ability to control the detailed design at the reserved matters stage, the application is accompanied by a comprehensive design and access statement and Environmental Statement, which includes a number of parameters plans which, together with the illustrative masterplan demonstrate that design has very much been considered at the outline stage. The masterplan and parameters plan can be conditioned with any approval to ensure that the design ethos portrayed throughout the application is delivered in reality.
11. **Ecology**

11.1 The development would potentially impact upon a number of ecological receptors including:

- Neutral / marshy grassland
- Hedgerows
- Mature / veteran trees
- Watercourses
- Woodlands
- Bats
- Great crested newt
- Reptiles
- Breeding / wintering birds

11.2 The submitted green infrastructure strategy demonstrates how many of the more significant habitat features would be incorporated into the fabric of the development, and this is explained in more detail within the ES and would be secured through the subsequent reserved matters applications. Impacts could be further reduced through sensitive construction methods, landscaping, sensitive lighting and favourable long-term management, which could be secured through planning conditions. Nonetheless, the development would inevitably have some residual effects upon the above receptors within the development area and nearby as a result of habitat fragmentation and general effects of urbanisation. However, there are substantial opportunities to improve the ecological value of habitats within the riverside park which should be considered alongside the negative effects of the development itself. If the proposals for the riverside park were to be implemented, this would secure significant benefits for local residents and local biodiversity within the river corridor which would weigh significantly in favour of the application. However, the committee should be aware that securing long-term, sustainable management of such a huge land asset will be challenging and a solution has not yet been found or agreed, and this will need to form part of ongoing S106 negotiations.

11.3 The County Ecologist is satisfied that the proposals submitted are in accordance with paragraph 118 of the NPPF and CP50 of the Wiltshire Core Strategy, and meet all statutory requirements in accordance with Circular 05/2006, subject to a number of conditions (suggested below) and a S106 agreement.

11.4 **Matters Considered:**

**Statutory sites**

The site is located approximately 7km from the Bath and Bradford Bats SAC. Although two of the qualifying features for this designation were recorded on the site (greater and lesser horseshoe bats), these were recorded in relatively low numbers and the site is located well outside of core areas / roosts identified in the council’s guidance document. It is therefore concluded that the development would not have any likely significant effects upon the SAC, and no appropriate assessment is required.

**County Wildlife Sites**

The Bristol Avon River runs adjacent to the site and the proposed riverside park covers a large area of its floodplain. The river itself is a strategically important wildlife corridor through the north of the county, supporting a diverse range of aquatic habitats and species, and connecting a large number of other important wildlife sites. The development would not directly impact upon the CWS itself, however there are likely to be potential indirect effects including:

- Pollution incidents during construction phase – this risk could be reduced through safe working measures as part of a Construction Environmental Management Plan.

Pollution from urban run-off during the operational phase – this would be reduced by ensuring a surface water management scheme to ensure that surface water is discharged via a SUDS system.
Damage of riparian / floodplain habitats during the construction phase – this could be avoided by fencing off sensitive areas from construction activities. Neglect / lack of appropriate management of riparian habitats – management of the riparian habitats could form part of a Landscape and Ecological Management and Monitoring Plan (LEAMMP) for the site.

11.5 **Habitats**

The site is dominated by improved pasture fields of relatively limited ecological value due to current management practices. The fields north of Pudding Brook exhibit a neutral character with greater diversity; these fields do not qualify as BAP habitat, but are of local value. Small areas of marshy grassland are also present within areas of floodplain and are of local ecological value, but do not qualify as BAP habitat. Part of this neutral grassland would be lost to ‘The Valley’ however there is potential to improve the ecological value of the remaining neutral grassland through favourable management, as part of a LEMMP for the site. Marshy grassland would be largely retained within areas open space and the green infrastructure strategy indicates an area of ‘wet meadow’ which would suggest the potential for creating further areas of this habitat type within the riverside park.

The fields are bounded by a strong network of well established hedgerows, several of which are species-rich BAP quality habitat. The hedgerow network also supports a large number of mature standard oak and ash trees including veteran specimens. There would be some inevitable loss and fragmentation of the hedgerow network, while retained sectioned would be degraded over time where they form part of rear gardens and by the general urban context resulting in a significant negative impact on the hedgerow network. While the impacts upon the hedgerow network will ultimately depend on the detailed layout, the majority of the species-rich elements of the hedgerow network would be located within the riverside park, and the green infrastructure strategy indicates that some of the species-rich elements within the development area would be retained within public open spaces. It is also proposed to plant new stretches of hedgerow and strengthen the network within the riverside park, helping to offset the negative effects of the development.

Small areas of woodland are present within the site which include willow dominated wet woodland in areas of floodplain and oak dominated woodland in drier areas of the site; these habitats qualify as BAP quality habitats. These woodland blocks would be retained within the development with the exception of an area required for highway access through the site. Up to ten mature trees will be removed, however it is understood that no veterans would be removed. The retained woodlands would also experience some negative effects from urbanisation in close proximity to them. Nonetheless, the indicative masterplan suggests that these would be buffered from development as part of the green infrastructure network and proposed planting within the riverside park would also increase the overall extent of woodland habitat over time.

In addition to the River Avon CWS which flows along the eastern boundary of the site, two small tributaries cross the site in a broadly east-west direction; Pudding Brook and Hollywell Brook. Although these watercourses are not designated, they would meet the criteria for CWS and should be considered as being of County value. There watercourses would be largely retained within the green infrastructure network within the site, although there would be some unavoidable fragmentation caused by the highway network and indirect effects of urbanisation. As with the River Avon CWS, the use of pollution prevention techniques and SUDS should protect water quality within these watercourses.
11.9 A network of shallow ditches also cross the site, however these are generally damp/dry and are likely to only hold water ephemerally, therefore they do not support any valuable aquatic plant communities. A number of small ponds are present within the site, however these are generally not in good condition. The ditch network would be fragmented however it is understood that the ponds would be retained. The green infrastructure strategy and indicative masterplan indicate that wetland scrapes would be created in the riverside park and the SUDS system for the development will also create opportunities to create further wetland habitats.

11.10 Species

Several of the mature trees within the site have potential to support roosting bats, one of which was found to support a single common pipistrelle bat. The buildings at Millbourne Farm were also confirmed to support small roosts of common and soprano pipistrelle bats. It is understood that these buildings would be retained within the proposals and therefore there would be no impact upon these roosts. An assemblage of 11 species was found to forage and commute across the site; the majority of this activity was concentrated along the hedgerow network (particularly around mature trees), watercourses and woodland edges, although some of the larger species were also recorded foraging over open pastures. This assemblage included the rarer greater and lesser horseshoe bats, recorded particularly along watercourses and woodland edges. The green infrastructure strategy and indicative masterplan indicate that the main commuting routes through the site would be retained, however some fragmentation will be inevitable as a result of the highways network, which will have impacts upon ‘gap sensitive’ species. Lighting across the site is also likely to disrupt commuting / foraging bats and exclude some species from large areas of the site, however the lighting strategy indicates how dark corridors could be retained within the development. The development will result in the unavoidable loss of relatively large areas of foraging habitat for species associated with open habitats (serotine, noctule and greater horseshoe). Ecological enhancement of habitats within the riverside park could help to offset these losses overtime as they could gradually support increased densities of invertebrate prey items, however this will be dependent upon the long-term management of this area, which is yet to be decided. The best approach for foraging bats would be to continue cattle grassing (many of their invertebrate prey species are associated with cow dung), as suggested by Natural England, however if this is not feasible in practice then increasing other types of prey item associated with wetland, species-rich grassland and woodland may provide alternative forms of foraging habitat; this will need to be agreed through ongoing S106 negotiations and the LEAMMP. It is therefore expected that the development would not affect the favourable conservation status of the species concerned.

11.11 A great crested newt breeding pond is present within the site, which supports a small population, and a further small population is also known to breed offsite, close to the western site boundary. A habitat corridor between these populations will be retained, and although the overall area of terrestrial habitat available to the populations will be significantly reduced, retained habitats will be improved and new ponds will be created, therefore the favourable conservation status of these populations will be retained. A small population of grass snakes is known to be present on the site. This species has similar habitat requirements to those of terrestrial great crested newt, therefore it is expected that this population will utilise habitats created and maintained for newts.
11.12 An assemblage of 40 breeding bird species was recorded on the site, which included nine BAP species; this is a fairly typical farmland bird assemblage, with no particularly rare species understood to be breeding on the site. Breeding birds were largely confirmed to the hedgerow network and woodlands, with the exception of skylark using open pasture, and starlings and house sparrows using the buildings at Millbourne Farm. Moderate numbers of relatively widespread species were recorded overwintering on the site which included reasonable numbers of redwing, fieldfare and meadow pipit, and individual snipe. The development will exclude the breeding and wintering farmland bird assemblage from the development area, although some common urban/sub-urban species may benefit from this change in land use. Increased levels of recreational disturbance (particularly dog walking) is likely to discourage some of the more sensitive species from using habitats in the riverside park and nearby open countryside, although habitat enhancements may benefit more tolerant species. Cat predation will impact upon population levels, however this is likely to be greatest close to residential areas.

11.13 Signs of otter and water vole were recorded on the River Avon, and it is likely that these species also use Pudding Brook and Hollywell Brook. The buffering of all watercourses should protect these species, although water vole may become vulnerable to cat predation. A main badger sett is present in the north east of the site but would not be affected by the proposals.

Commitment will be made to the delivery and management of the Riverside Park through a S106 legal agreement, which will form part of the planning permission. The legal responsibility for the management of the park will ultimately rest with the developers. Crest Nicholson and Redcliffe Homes have set out a clear commitment in the application material to a Garden Village vision for the site and identify long term management as a key strand of that vision. This is promoted through the National Planning Policy Framework and set out further in the Town and Country Planning Association literature.

Surveys indicate that dormice and white clawed crayfish are absent from the site.

11.14 Long-term management of the riverside park

The ES makes it clear that the ecological mitigation for the development is heavily reliant upon the provision and long-term management of a riverside park. The Riverside Park will deliver a major benefit for local residents and biodiversity which should weight significantly in favour of the development. However, long-term sustainable funding and responsibility for such a large land asset will be challenging, and a number of options have been explored. The Council’s aspiration is to have this managed as part of a single riverside park for the entire town in accordance with policy CH4 of the emerging Chippenham DPD. The developer has suggested that management could be funded through a management fee paid by the residents of the new development.

Natural England has recently carried out a feasibility study looking at different models of governance, funding and management of a Chippenham Riverside Park. One of the models proposed is that which matches the developer’s aspirations too.

Commitment will be made to the delivery and management of the Riverside Park through a S106 legal agreement, which will form part of the planning permission. The legal responsibility for the management of the park will ultimately rest with the developers. Crest Nicholson and Redcliffe Homes have set out a clear commitment in the application material to a Garden Village vision for the site and identify long term management as a key strand of that vision. This is promoted through the National Planning Policy Framework and set out further in the Town and Country Planning Association literature.

The Garden Village vision seeks to try and embed long-term community involvement, ownership and responsibility to engender a genuine sense of community. This is a change from more traditional models for house builders and local authorities who are facing increasing budgetary constraints. Crest Nicholson are implementing community ownership models at Tadpole Garden Village in Swindon and Monksoor Farm in Daventry, Redcliffe Homes are also
committed to this approach. Tadpole Garden Village received the Community Initiative of the year award for 2015 at the housebuilder awards.

A Community Interest Company is the preferred option for Rowden Park, funded by the developer initially and in the longer term through a management charge. The land and assets would be owned by the Community Interest Company, which is regulated by government, and any revenues recycled for the benefit of the community. There are alternative community ownership models, which could also be explored and the developers have indicated that they have had discussions with the Wiltshire Wildlife Trust, who are involved with Tadpole Garden Village. There may be opportunities to involve Borough Lands, Chippenham Town Council and Wiltshire Council if they wish to sit on the Community Interest Company in what could be a flagship community initiative of regional and national profile. Finally if the community model does not prove suitable then responsibility could be transferred to a management company. Transfer to the Council has been suggested as an option in the future, as an alternative to a management company, but the Council do not favour this at present.

In summary the legal commitment to the management of the park will be secured through a S106 agreement and the final details will be agreed with the planning authority following the grant of planning permission, prior to the delivery of the park.

12. Impact on landscape and heritage assets

Landscape

12.1 According to para. 109 of the NPPF the planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by “protecting and enhancing valued landscapes”. Wiltshire Core Strategy policy CP51 “seeks to protect, conserve and enhance Wiltshire’s distinctive landscape character”.

12.2 The Landscape Character Assessment report, submitted as part of the application, notes that the landscape is sensitive and provides a green finger linking into the town centre to the rural area to the south and provides a physical separation between Pewsham and Rowden Hill. The report points out that despite this sensitivity, the site does not extend a large distance beyond the overall footprint of Chippenham and is not visually prominent. The submitted report’s conclusion is that the development is acceptable as long as the setting of Rowden Manor is maintained and the key features of the River Avon are preserved. It is proposed that the land within the Conservation Area will form part of a country park gaining enhanced public access.

12.3 The applicants argue that for the most part the built development part of the application is visually well contained: Views to the west are limited by the vegetated railway track. Views of the site from the east are gained from Pewsham Way on the eastern valley side, over the river Avon, but are filtered through substantial riparian vegetation and scattered woodland blocks. There are some glimpsed distant views from the higher land to the south. They go onto say that the landscape-led masterplan retains and strengthens the surrounding woodland and tree structure that filters views of the development from the Rowden Conservation Area and surrounding landscape.

12.4 There will be visual impacts in the short and long term from some viewpoints, but the majority will only incur short term impact during construction.

12.5 The Council’s Landscape officer has provided extensive comments on the proposal (available in full on the file and on line and summarised above). In summary it is acknowledged that significantly adverse landscape effects are likely to result from the development, as a loss of a large area of Greenfield farmland (the proposed housing area) as a landscape resource, to be permanently replaced by built form. The adjoining section to Patterdown Road will also become permanently urban in character. Major and moderate adverse visual change effects resulting from this development will include the changing rural views across the site towards the
limestone ridge, to views through and over urban development in the foreground for the short sections of existing rural footpaths incorporated into or adjacent to the proposed new urban housing areas, and also for Patterdown Road users and those local residents.

12.6 The Landscape Officer concludes that the current outline illustrative proposal shows that by sensitive design, landscape mitigation and enhancement of green infrastructure demonstrates that the urban development will not compromise the existing character or landscape value of the conservation area. There is an opportunity to soften an existing harsh edge of the conservation area by sensitive planting.

12.7 Within the riverside park area, the management of the area is key to maintain the existing “feel” of pastoral farmland with hay cropping. It is key that a Management Plan is submitted to the LPA with provisions for the long term maintenance of the land and this is suitably controlled.

12.8 Overall it is considered that, with appropriate conditions and S106 agreement the proposal complies with para. 109 of the NPPF and Wiltshire Core Strategy policy CP51 which “seeks to protect, conserve and enhance Wiltshire’s distinctive landscape character”.

12.9 Impact on Heritage Assets.

12.10 Evaluation on the impact of any development on heritage assets is governed by:

The Town and Country Planning (Listed Buildings and conservation Areas) Act 1990 (The Act); The development Plan which in this case is the Wiltshire Core Strategy and the advice in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), in particular paragraphs 133 and 134.

Section 66(1) of the Town and Country Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 states that when considering whether to grant planning permission for development which affects a listed building or its setting, the authority shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting, or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.

Section 72 of the Act requires special attention to be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of building or other land in a conservation area. In this context ‘preserving’ means doing no harm.

WCS policy CP58 requires that development should protect, conserve and where possible enhance the historic environment.


The Guidance in para 132 states that when considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation. The more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. Significance can be harmed or lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development within its setting.

The policy guidance in paragraph 133 of the NPPF is clear in relation to a development proposal which will lead to substantial harm or total loss of significance of a designated heritage asset. In such cases, planning permission should be refused unless it can be demonstrated that the substantial loss or harm is necessary to achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh that harm or loss, or all the conditions set out in paragraph 133 apply.

Paragraph 134 states that where a proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, such harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal, including its optimum viable use.
Planning Practice Guidance defines the ‘setting’ of a heritage asset as: “The surroundings in which (it) is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.” The Guidance says: “The extent and importance of setting is often expressed by reference to visual considerations. Although views of or from an asset will play an important part ... buildings that are in close proximity but are not visible from each other may have a historic or aesthetic connection that amplifies the experience of the significance of each.”

The Guidance says: “heritage assets may be affected by direct physical change or by change in their setting. Being able to properly assess the nature, extent and importance of the significance of a heritage asset, and the contribution of its setting, is very important to understanding the potential impact and acceptability of development proposals. In most cases the assessment of the significance of the heritage asset by the local planning authority is likely to need expert advice...”

12.11 Case Law: Following the landmark case of Barnwell Manor Wind Energy Ltd v E. Northants DC, English Heritage, National Trust and SSCLG, the key principle of determining applications that have an effect on any heritage asset are more clearly set out.

The Court of Appeal held that in enacting S66(1) Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, Parliament intended that the desirability of preserving the settings of listed buildings should not simply be given careful consideration but “considerable importance and weight” when carrying out the balancing exercise. This gives rise to a strong statutory presumption against granting planning permission for development which would cause harm to the setting of listed buildings. Even where the harm would be “less than substantial”, the balancing exercise cannot ignore the overarching statutory duty imposed of giving considerable importance to section 66(1). The Court of Appeal found that the Inspector did not give considerable importance and weight to the section 66(1) duty when carrying out his balancing exercise.

Paragraph 134 NPPF should be read in conjunction with the first part of paragraph 132, which states that when considering the impact of a proposal on the significance of a designated heritage asset, “great weight” should be given to the asset’s conservation. This wording reflects the statutory duty in sections 66(1) and 72(1).

The degree of harm to the heritage asset is a matter of judgement, e.g., whether it is substantial or less than substantial. If it is the latter, the strength of the presumption is lessened but it does not follow that the ‘strong presumption’ against grant has been entirely removed. Even if the harm is less than substantial, it must not be overlooked, in the balancing exercise, the overarching statutory duty which ‘requires considerable weight to be given ... to the desirability of preserving the setting of all listed buildings and the character and appearance of conservation areas’.

It is not be enough to ask whether the benefits outweigh the harm as if the two factors were of equal importance, but whether they do so sufficiently to rebut considerable weight given to harm and the strong presumption against permission. The error made in Barnwell was to treat the less than substantial harm to the listed buildings as a less than substantial objection to the grant of planning permission.

12.12 The Listed Buildings:
The listed buildings closest to the proposed development are those of Rowden Manor and Showell Farm. Rowden Manor consists of a Grade II* farmhouse with barn outbuildings and attached 18th century gate piers; several grade II listed barns; a scheduled ancient monument of a moated site and fishponds and civil war entrenchments. Showell Farm is a grade II listed farmhouse with grade II listed barns in close proximity. Other listed buildings in the vicinity are Patterdown Farmhouse, which is Grade II listed.
12.13 The distance of the proposed development from the actual listed buildings means that there is no actual harm to the buildings themselves. The assessment therefore needs to be made about the impact on their setting.

12.14 The conservation officer has provided more detailed comments and identifies that views to and from the heritage assets will be affected by the building of new buildings and even with hedge filtration, the views will be, at best, be solid built form. She also notes that as the small quantity of buildings in the area currently are mainly farms and cottages and mostly 2 and 2.5 storeys high, enveloping them in urban development will harm their setting by removing the land that they were associated with. In her view the proposals would harm the setting of the heritage assets, albeit she has qualified this as less than substantial harm. Paragraphs 17 (10), 131, 132, 134 and 137 of the NPPF. The emphasis is on new development affecting the setting of heritage assets to enhance or better reveal their significance (Para 137). In visual terms the Heritage Assets of the Listed Buildings will not be further revealed, except, perhaps to bring people formally closer to them through the country park. However, together with the information and interpretation boards that are proposed, the history connected to the Heritage Assets (Rowden Manor and Rowden Conservation Area) will be better revealed and understood and this will not only be for residents of Chippenham, but for visitors as well.

12.15 Section 66(1) of the Town and Country Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 is clear that when deciding to grant planning permission for development which affects a listed building or its setting, the local planning authority shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interests it possesses. The Conservation Officer considers that the indicative layout of the proposed development appears not to comply with the paras 132, 133 and 134 of the NPPF or 66(10) of The Act in this respect and has suggested that the layouts and densities are reviewed in order to create more and better views to and from the heritage assets. The application is in outline only, with an indicative masterplan. The density of the layout was discussed at several meetings and has been amended to show lower densities along the boundaries with the conservation area. The overall density for the whole scheme is 32 dwellings per hectare, which is considered to be relatively low. The density is relatively set although the proposal is submitted as “up to 1000 houses”, giving some minor flexibility on the density. However, the layout is not yet determined and the Reserved Matters application will be expected to pay heed to the enhancement of views to and from the heritage assets. This will be a matter to be dealt with at that stage. The parameters plan has also been updated to show lower height houses (specified as up to 10m for the 2-2.5 storey houses adjacent to the conservation areas). However, following meetings the applicants are well aware that such height buildings will not be acceptable on the boundary with the conservation area. They are aware of the need to “grade” heights of built form as distance increases from the conservation area boundary. The dwellings which are on the south facing slopes of the development have also been amended so that those closest to the conservation area boundary will be split level with the northern facades being 1 storey (upto 7.5m) and the rear at 2 storeys (10m). This grades into a split level of 2 storeys at the front and 3 storey at the rear further away from the conservation area boundary. The conservation officer still expresses concerns about these heights. This is acknowledged, but must be taken in the context of the heights being given as maximums. The reserved matters application will deal with the specifics.

Comments on the pastiche vernacular are a personal opinion and it is not the planning officer’s role to prescribe design. It is not considered that a modern approach on such a large scale would be a good fit in this location, and the applicant is best placed to understand the market. The planning officer’s role is to promote good design and create a sense of place and it is considered that the Garden Village ethos with large green areas and good spacing, will achieve this. It is considered that use of a variety of materials will help connect the development to Chippenham and the openness and greenery will connect the development to the attached riverside park.

12.16 It should be noted that at this stage the masterplan is indicative, but does give an overall view of the garden village design ethos that is being proposed. It is acknowledged that the
The conservation officer has concerns about the impact of the proposal on the heritage assets and their setting and these have been qualified by her as less than substantial harm. This application therefore falls within paras 132, 134 of the NPPF, thereby necessitating considerable weight to be given to the less than substantial harm and special desirability to the protection of the setting of the heritage assets, and where there are any public benefits that may otherwise outweigh the identified harmful impacts.

12.17 The Listed Buildings of Showell Farm are already compromised by their setting next to the Patterdown Road and close proximity to the A350. They are surrounded by roads and these roads cut across their original land ownership and setting, meaning that the views of them from a wider area are also already compromised by existing vegetation. It is acknowledged that what views there are, will be compromised by the proposed built form, which will lessen views to them from areas of public access within the site. The views of them from existing roads will remain unaffected. The impact on the listed buildings of the development has already been stated as less than substantial by the conservation officer and although there are no perceived benefits of the scheme to the actual heritage assets to outweigh the harm, the overall public benefit is considered to outweigh it.

12.18 The listed buildings at Patterdown are again compromised by 2 roads and the railway embankment immediately behind. The most significant views of these listed buildings are from the public highway and railway and these will not be affected by the development. Views away from the buildings will change in that they are currently open fields and this will become built development, just on the other side of the Patterdown Road. This harm has been agreed as less than substantial by the conservation officer. Given the compromised setting of these listed buildings already, and the less than substantial harm that has been attributed to it by the conservation officer, the public benefits of the scheme which have been stated throughout this report mean that the balancing exercise that must be undertaken in accordance with para 134, falls in favour of granting planning permission.

The fact that there would be some harm to the setting of listed buildings has to be given significant weight, but it does not outweigh the significant benefits that arise from providing much needed housing, education and open space on this site at a town identified as a principal settlement.

12.19 Rowden Conservation Area
It is acknowledged that the development will not directly affect the heritage assets, but will have an impact on their setting. This section deals primarily with the conservation area. The buildings of Rowden Manor were built with a setting of open fields, which reflected their farming and historic status and part of that setting will be built on and views away from the heritage asset will be interrupted by new buildings. The Rowden Conservation Area was partially designated to preserve that function and it is key that it will not be built on directly. The new development abuts it, so views to and from the conservation area will be interrupted. However, it is considered the function of the conservation area as the setting to the Rowden Manor complex will remain.

12.20 The area of land that forms this application is recognised for its landscape quality and in particular its strong historical association with Rowden Manor. A significant part of the site lies within Rowden Conservation Area, which includes Rowden Manor itself is a Grade II* listed farmhouse with barn, outbuildings and gate piers, as well as the surrounding agricultural land, which is characterised by the topography and visual enclosure from the river valley around the manor, which appears as a green finger of countryside that follows the line of the river Avon. The conservation area is unusual in that it is a landscape designation conservation area, first designated in 1989, but reviewed to take into account the raised hillsides of the river valley and then adopted in January 1997 with a view to preserve the historical character of an area of agricultural land with a strong association with Rowden Manor.
12.21 At present, much of the land currently has public access by the goodwill of the landowner and this has resulted in numerous informal paths and littering (there has been a burnt out car on site for several years).

12.22 The Environmental Statement accompanying the application considers that significant weight has been put on the preservation and enhancement of the conservation area and the listed buildings within the Rowden Manor complex. This has been achieved through the proposed retention, repair and preservation of historic field boundaries and screening of the proposed development through sympathetic planting (outlined in section 6.92). This is considered to be a benefit of the scheme which would not be achieved otherwise.

12.23 After the original submission Historic England requested some further work to be taken on the impact of the development on the setting of the Rowden Conservation Area. This was received and Historic England's response is within the consultation response. Historic England have identified Harm to the Setting of the Rowden Conservation Area and when asked to clarify whether this fell within “substantial” or “less than substantial” stated that it was moderate, but that the application should be determined in accordance with para 134 of the NPPF and in accordance with the Council’s own conservation officer’s advice.

12.24 They do, however, suggest alterations to the scheme as they currently consider that the proposal fails to preserve or enhance the character of the conservation area as required by S72(1) of The Act. They are however, pleased that an assessment has been submitted by the applicants focussing on the Conservation Area and its attributes, but do not agree with the findings. The application is in outline with an indicative masterplan and there is therefore an opportunity when the Reserved Matters application is submitted to incorporate features to address the concerns of Historic England. Historic England will be consulted on any such application.

12.25 The Council’s Landscape Officer has stated that he does not judge that the illustrative urban/rural housing area transitions adjoining the southern and western conservation area boundary will generate severe or significant adverse landscape or visual effects or impacts likely to harm the setting of Rowden Conservation Area. He does, however, note that these comments are only landscape and visual impact observations.

12.26 It is a matter of opinion as to whether the provision of more formal paths and interpretation boards will enhance the conservation area, but this has to be weighed against the effects of the informal use now and the littering that has taken place. This is a finally balanced exercise, which has been given special regard and consideration in assessing this application. The impact of the built form on the preservation or enhancement of the conservation area has also been given special attention and assessment by the Council’s Conservation officer; Historic England and with a commentary from the Council’s Landscape Officer. Views to and from the Rowden Conservation Area will be altered, although the existing and proposed vegetation will filter those views, so that the impact is less than substantial. Both the Council’s Conservation Officer and Historic England agree with this. The proposed development ethos is that of a garden village with lower than average housing densities and considerable planting so that although there is a substantial amount of houses proposed, they are built in a more village style layout with significant space around the houses and enhanced greenery. It is considered that this is better related to landscape designated conservation area. It is considered that these will be improvements to the character of the conservation area that can be added in favour of the development being granted planning permission in the balancing exercise.

12.27 According to the guidance in section 72(1) of the Town and Country Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservations Areas) Act 1990 special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character and appearance of the area. The Conservation Officer has assessed the impact of the proposed development on the Rowden Conservation Area and notes that although the proposal is to create park within the conservation area, the detail is not entirely clear. The conservation officer concludes that the density of the development would considerably alter the character of the area and the setting of the heritage assets. The built
development is not within the conservation area, but abuts it. The proposals would therefore affect views to and from the heritage assets, which are currently across fields and hedgerows but will be obscured by housing or at least masonry rather than vegetation. The conclusion of the conservation officer is that the harm will be quantified as less than substantial. This view is concurrent with that of Historic England. This application therefore falls within paras 132 and 134 of the NPPF, thereby necessitating weight to be given to the less than substantial harm identified and whether there are any public benefits that may otherwise outweigh the identified less than substantial harm.

Built form will inevitably alter the character of an area and given the significant amount of new homes that are required to be built in and around Chippenham, much of the character of the green space around the town will alter. In this case the alteration of landscape character is most significant in its impact on the Landscape designation of Rowden Conservation Area. Given the Conservation Officer’s and Historic England’s assessment of the proposal having less than a substantial harm impact on the heritage asset of Rowden Conservation Area, the public benefits of permitting the scheme must be significant to outweigh this harm. The benefits of providing much needed housing (including no less than 300 Affordable Homes) in such a sustainable location together with the provision of a school, ecological enhancements and improved accessibility and comprehension of the heritage assets are considered, on balance, to outweigh this less than substantial harm.

Core Policy CP58 states that development should protect, conserve and where possible enhance the historic environment. There is no balancing exercise implicit within this policy, but it does have to be balanced against the objectives of other relevant policies within the core Strategy, including those seeking the provision of much needed housing and affordable housing.

12.28 The application is in outline and although accompanied by a Masterplan, the design is still open to negotiation with the submission of reserved matters. This will ensure that the applicants in conjunction with the Local Planning Authority can work to optimise views to and from the noted heritage assets, including the conservation area. However, the applicants have worked with officers to ensure that the masterplan and parameters plans that accompany the submission ensure that the development is compatible with its proximity to the heritage assets in the locality. For example, the heights and densities of the layout are lowest where the site bounds the conservation area. Whilst the conservation officer has raised concerns over the heights of the houses in the south east of the development, the heights (of up to 10m in height) are maximums and the applicants are well aware of the need to have lower houses on the boundary to create a gradation of heights into the site. This level of detail can be controlled at the Reserved Matters stage. It is the masterplan and parameters plans which are to be conditioned at this stage.

12.29 The public benefits of the development have already been expressed throughout this report (The provision of much needed housing together with affordable homes; enhanced ecology; public access to the country side; a school and local centre together with employment in construction and increased spend). However, these also need to be added to the interpretive enhancements proposed and the fact that enhancements to the land within the country park are proposed. The formalised access arrangement will be of benefit to both the new residents and to all the residents of Chippenham town together with visitors.

12.30 Taking the public benefit into account and apportioning the great weight that needs to be given to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of the conservation area, it is considered that the public benefits would outweigh the identified less than substantial harm that may occur to the Rowden Conservation Area. The fact that there would be some harm has to be given significant weight, but it does not outweigh the significant benefits that arise from providing much needed housing, education and open space on this site at a town identified as a principal settlement.

12.31 Scheduled Ancient Monument
There is an ancient medieval pond within the grounds of Rowden Manor. This will not be directly affected by the proposal. A scheduled ancient monument is a designated asset. The harm to this Scheduled Ancient Monument is considered by the conservation officer to be less than substantial. There are currently very limited views to or from the Scheduled Ancient Monument due to the high hedging etc that surrounds it. The rural setting of this heritage asset will remain and it is considered that the provision of much needed housing together with the other benefits of enhanced ecology, affordable homes, a school, shops and increased sustainable access to the town centre etc outweigh the less than substantial harm that is caused. The proposal also includes provision for interpretation boards etc which will quite possibly give the general public their only opportunity to understand the purpose and significance of this Scheduled Ancient Monument.

12.32 **Non-Designated Heritage Assets**
Para 135 of the NPPF states that the effect of an application on the significance of a non-designated heritage asset should be taken into account in determining any application. There is a need to make a balanced judgement having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of the asset.

12.33 The conservation officer has identified several non-designated heritage assets in the form of Holywell Farm, Milbourne Farm and Showell Cottages. Showell Cottages and Holywell Farm are similarly affected to Showell Farm and Patterdown Farm listed buildings. All but Milbourne House are not directly affected by the development, being outside the site a short distance away. The balancing exercise already undertaken in relation to the actual heritage assets falls in favour of permitting the proposal.

12.34 Milbourne Farm itself falls within the development site and will effectively be surrounded on all sides by development. Whilst this is not ideal, the land associated with the farm is to be maintained as the country park and the design of the layout means that there is a greener backdrop to the farm than otherwise may have been possible. On balance it is considered that the setting of this non-designated heritage asset is sufficiently preserved to allow permission to be granted.

12.35 The 3 sites added in the CSAP document have been assessed by the applicants in an ES Addendum. This is in addition to the assessment of the cumulative impact of the other developments in the locality including Hunters Moon at Easton Lane (which has a resolution for permission). The developments around Rowden introduce a significant urbanizing effect to the area south west of Chippenham town centre. In conclusion they consider that there would be minimal cumulative impact on the setting of the Heritage Assets and hitherto unknown archaeological remains, and if well designed would be assessed as negligible. The Council’s Conservation Officer agrees with this view.

13. **Access and highway issues including impact on junction 17 of M4**

13.1 Highways England have removed their holding objection and have provided an updated response which states that they are working with Wiltshire Council to identify and understand the impact at M4 Junction 17 associated with planned Core Strategy growth in Chippenham (4510 houses by 2026) and the measures necessary to accommodate this growth on the strategic road Network, to ensure that a severe detrimental impact to road safety does not arise.

The work undertaken by Highways England demonstrates that with the growth set out in the WCS, the absence of necessary improvement to J17, vehicle queuing would occur at J17 to the extent that there would be stationary traffic on the M4 mainline waiting to exit the motorway. This represents a severe safety risk. The work undertaken also demonstrates that the circumstance would arise early in the plan and would worsen over time. Evince from the police; traffic officer and Highways England’s Area 2 Managing Agent (Skanska) suggests that this situation already occurs at times.
13.2 To that end Highways England has already agreed a scheme with Wiltshire Council and the applicant which consists of the signalisation of the junction off-slip. This scheme has been designed to provide the mitigation necessary to accommodate planned growth to 2026, including Rowden Park. Wiltshire Council have committed to design, fund and deliver the scheme and have an indicative programme assuming delivery in Autumn 2017. On this basis it is likely that the J17 improvements will be complete early in the delivery programme for this site and the Plan period. The risks remain however, and Highways England would not be content with indefinite growth in the absence of the delivery of the agreed scheme.

13.3 It is therefore Highways England’s updated view that permission can be granted such that no more than 140 dwellings can be built and occupied prior to the M4 J17 scheme being in place. Beyond this dwelling quantum, timescales and growth are likely to result in unacceptable and severe road safety impacts. Highways England considers that this approach would not compromise the deliverability or viability of the development while managing the potential road safety risk.

They suggest the following condition:

No more than 140 dwellings shall be occupied unless, and until the M4 J17 improvement scheme as shown on Atkins drawing numbers WHCC_OS_ATK-HGN-T07178-DR-D-0001 revision P01.5 dated 14/01/16 and WHCC_OS-ATK-HGN-T07178-DR-D-0002 revision P01.4 dated 14/01/16 are completed and open to traffic.

13.4 Overall the council’s Highway Officer is content with the proposal subject to mitigation measures and some further information regarding, for example, access to the secondary schools. He has specified clear requirements for the S106 agreement and planning conditions. There has been an area of discussion over lighting of the Rowden Mile. If the Country Park were to be adopted by the Council (not currently planned) then the highways authority would require it to be lit. However, it is considered by officers that, given that it is effectively open countryside and within the Rowden Conservation Area, this is undesirable. The developers have shown an alternative route, which Highways have criticized for being too narrow in places and not particularly direct. The narrowness relates mainly to small sections where it would be difficult to use a buggy and it is acknowledged that it is not the most direct route (that is being created by the “Rowden Mile”). However, it is considered that lighting of the Rowden Mile would be so injurious to the character of the conservation area, and that, provided that there is an alternative, the path should remain unlit. This therefore puts onus on the alternative route, which exists and provides viable alternative. There are, of course, other alternatives, which would accommodate a buggy and given that they are public rights of way and footpaths already, it will be individuals’ choice as to which route they will take. It is considered that there are sufficient alternative routes available to not insist that the Rowden Mile is lit.

14. Flood Risk and drainage

14.1 The residential site lies mainly within Flood Zone 1 (less than 1 in 1000 annual probability of fluvial or sea flooding). A small proportion of the site, along the Pudding Brook, lies within flood zone 3 (high probability land with a greater than 1 in 100 annual probability of flooding from rivers or the sea. A flood risk assessment has been prepared in accordance with the NPPF which demonstrates that future occupants will be safe from flooding and the proposed development will not increase flooding elsewhere.

14.2 The development includes a limited amount of ground rising within the floodplain of the Pudding Brook to facilitate an access road. A flood compensation scheme is proposed to ensure that there is no detrimental impact on floodplain storage. The proposed mitigation ensures that there is actually a net gain in storage.

14.3 The location of all residential units within Flood Zone 1, combined with appropriate freeboard above existing ground levels, will ensure that these are not impacted upon by fluvial flooding.
14.4 The ground floor levels of new residential development will include a suitable freeboard above surrounding ground levels to prevent egress of surface water during extreme rainfall. The redevelopment of the site will also include appropriate landscaping to redirect overland flow routes away from properties during extreme rainfall.

14.5 The Surface Water Drainage strategy has been prepared in accordance with the principles set out in the WCC SUDS Guide and circa C697. These provide facilities for the storage of surface water on site and restricted discharge to local watercourses. A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will be prepared for the site, which will serve to mitigate against potential minor adverse effects to surface water through the construction activity on site.

14.6 The submission has been reviewed and assessed by the Council's drainage engineers. Wessex Water and the Environment Agency and they have raised no objections subject to conditions. It is therefore considered that, subject to those conditions, that drainage and flooding are not an issue.

15. **Impact upon neighbour amenity**

15.1 There are a few existing residential properties that will be affected by the residential development of this site. The new houses on Rowden Lane itself are higher than those properties to be built nearest and have a good hedge boundary between the two development areas. Access is taken from Coppice Close to access the most northern part of the development, but although construction traffic will cause a short term disturbance, deliveries and work can be conditioned to only take place at suitable hours.

15.2 The proposal makes provision to retain the working farm at the centre of the site (Milbourne Farm), and the school and local centre are the buildings closest to this to minimise impact. The farm will continue for the foreseeable future to be a working farm and these non-habitable buildings are those best suited to being sited near to the farm. Access will be maintained for the farmer to be able to access his land, which is largely that within the conservation area.

15.3 The properties with Showell Nursery will be screened from the development by hedging and some distance. It is not considered that the masterplan shows any conflict with neighbouring amenity that cannot be addressed at the Reserved Matters stage and/or by way of planning condition.

16 **Impact of Rifle & Pistol Club, Sewage Works, Air Quality and Contamination**

16.1 There is a Wessex Water Sewage Treatment Plant approximately 350m to the East of the southern part of the development. Correspondence has been exchanged between the Council’s Environmental Health Officer (EHO) and Wessex Water about the matter and any potential impact that may occur to the proposed new residents. Wessex Water has issued a Holding Objection (although this does not prevent planning permission being granted). The predictive modelling submitted as part of the Environmental Statement has demonstrated that proposed residential receptors should receive the same level of odour risk that occurs for an existing residential property in the area. Further information from Wessex Water and Peter Brett Associates has concluded on further modelling, that some receptors may be exposed to ‘substantial odour risk’. However, the Council’s EHO has stated that he is very sceptical about these findings and that the model has over predicted the impact. The Council has no record of odour complaints. He acknowledges that it may be possible that from time to time the proposed dwellings would experience a slight odour impact, but in his professional opinion, it would not be sufficient to raise a concern or objection, due to lack of actual evidence. The nearest properties are 350m to the east and the prevailing wind is South Westerly. It is considered that the Holding Objection cannot be substantiated.

16.2 The most northern part of the site is truncated from the southern part of the site by a sliver of land which contains Chippenham Rifle and Pistol Club, which is an established club on land
leased from Wiltshire Council. The gun club is active with shooting throughout the year, all of which is outdoors. Main club nights are on Tuesday, with Sunday Morning shooting also. There are no planning restrictions on the days and times that shooting can occur.

16.3 The EHO has been in discussion about the methodology and results. In conclusion he is content with the recommendations of the Environmental Statement with regard to dealing with road traffic and fixed plant noise. The applicant will, however, need to submit a Noise Mitigation Scheme (prior to commencement of development) via a condition that demonstrates that their design targets will be met. This should include prescribed acoustic treatments to the building envelopes of all affected facades, based on detailed calculations once the design details are known as well as the layout of gardens etc with regard to the meeting the ‘outdoor living areas’ criterion.

16.4 The scheme should also prescribe the source noise level, position and distance/screening attenuation effects of any selected fixed plant installed at the local centre and school. So as to demonstrate that the "rating level of -10dB below measured background noise level (BS4142:2014)" target can be met.

16.5 The resultant scheme relies wholly on built form to provide the noise attenuation. No barriers are now proposed. The Council’s EHO has remained very concerned about potential for significant adverse noise impact as a consequence of building residential receptors immediately adjacent to the Chippenham Rifle and Pistol Club. The applicants have been able to demonstrate that they can comply with an SNL of 55dBA in the rear private amenity space, but that noise levels will exceed this to the front facade and areas of road and POS nearby.

16.6 The EHO still maintains that there may well be noise complaints on the basis that noise levels will still be at 17dBA above background noise levels (background accepted at 38dB). Some shots are quieter than others. Details of layout and design, plus any mitigation measures at source (the gun club) are required but it is considered that this could be controlled by way of planning condition.

16.7 The key issue to consider is whether it is acceptable to subject residents to above 55dBA noise levels to the front of their properties and the immediate outside spaces. The noise levels in their private garden spaces would be below this level, which the EHO has said is acceptable. The higher noise levels to the front of the property would not be constant (and currently one evening a week in the summer together with Sundays all year around). There are, however, no planning restrictions on the number of days although the current operators have been there for some considerable time and the timings have not altered.

16.8 National Policy (specifically in Planning practice Guidance (department for Communities and Local Government, 2014 – Paragraph 009)) provides further advice with regards to considerations relating to mitigating the impact of noise in residential developments. It states that noise impacts maybe partially off-set if the residents of those dwellings have access to:

- A relatively quiet facade (containing windows to habitable rooms) as part of their dwelling, and/or
- A relatively quiet external amenity space for their sole use (eg garden or balcony). Although the existence of a garden or balcony is generally desirable, the intended benefits will be reduced with increasing noise exposure ad could be such that significant adverse effects occur and/or
- A relatively quiet, protected, nearby external amenity space for sole use by a limited group of residents as part of the amenity of their own dwelling, and/or
- A relatively quiet, protected, nearby external amenity space (eg public park or a local green space designated because of its tranquillity) that is nearby (eg within 5 minutes walking distance.

The design of the houses can be made to fit criterion 1 and criterion 2 is also achievable. It is
considered that the new country park will be within 5 minutes walking distance and so the
criteria set out in the guidance are met to an acceptable level.

16.9 On balance, although it is desirable to have quiet space around a house at all times, the design
of the houses to guarantee quiet private space in the rear garden, is considered to be the key
criterion. Although the frequency of shooting could increase, given the operator and the fact that
The Council owns the land, this is considered to be a less likely scenario than in many cases.

16.10 It is thus considered that neither the presence of the Sewage Treatment works nor the Gun club
cause issues that would prevent the development coming forward and can be appropriately
controlled by way of planning condition. Furthermore, the advice in the NPPF is that planning
permission should only be refused on noise grounds where there are ‘significant adverse
impacts’. That is not the case here.

16.11 There are no records of contamination on the site, but there are areas of unknown filled ground
and the LPA would need to be satisfied that those parcels of land were suitable for their
intended use. A suitably worded condition can secure this.

Records show that the proposed site is not within an air quality management area or within an
air quality planning zone and with this in mind no air quality assessment and associated
transport studies is required automatically.

17. **Sport England Comments**

17.1 The comments of Sport England and the contributions they ask for are noted. However,
Wiltshire Open Space Standards are in place and are based on an amalgamation of former
saved district policies. The Wiltshire Open Space Standards outline standards to which
development must adhere to. An updated Wiltshire Open Space Study was published in March
2015 (as part of the Wiltshire Core Strategy partial review consultation) and includes the results
of an audit of existing open space assets as well as information on setting and applying local
standards. This concludes that Chippenham does not have a shortage of outdoor sports
provision (i.e. Outdoor Sports Pitches; Fixed Sports Pitches; Private Sports Pitches).

17.2 The Council approached various groups in the Chippenham area as part of the open space
study and that informed the conclusions of the study. The requirements of Sport England are
therefore not considered to be justified.

18. **CIL and S106 Requirements**

18.1 The site falls to be considered under the Major Sites CIL requirements, but there are some
matters (site specific) to be controlled by way of S106.

19. **Other Matters Raised**

19.1 Local residents have raised a number of concerns, many of which have been dealt with in this
report and many are also matters for detailed consideration of the Reserved Matters application.
There appears to be a high level of concern about traffic and the impact on traffic movement
within Chippenham. The applicants have satisfied the Council’s Highway Officer that the works
and mitigation they propose mean that the impact of the increase in vehicular movements can
be absorbed. The provision of the Rowden Mile, increased bus services and improved footpath
links ensure that this development can be considered to be sustainable. The comment that the
development does not comply with CP10 in that it does not offer transport benefits for the
existing community and improve accessibility by alternatives to the private car are considered
unsubstantiated given the provision of the Rowden Mile (and an alternative in the darker
months) together with enhanced bus services. These facilities will link in with existing residents
and provide an attractive alternative means of travelling into Chippenham where all services
and connections out (eg the train station) can be accessed.
19.2 The impact on the listed buildings and conservation area has been assessed and found to be acceptable (see section 12). The comments of the Doctor’s surgery are noted, but the masterplan makes provision for the possibility of a further surgery on site and it is therefore not considered to be a concern at this stage.

19.3 The comments raised about the ecology of the area between the proposed housing and the river have been covered in the section entitled Ecology (section 11). The submitted green infrastructure strategy demonstrates how many of the more significant habitat features would be incorporated into the fabric of the development. It is acknowledged that the development would inevitably cause some fragmentation of habitats etc, but the proposal also gives substantial opportunities to improve the ecological values of the habitats and if the proposals for the riverside park were to be implemented, this would secure significant benefits for local residents and local bio diversity.

19.4 Comments about urban sprawl are noted, but it is not considered that these concerns are well founded given the level of containment that the site has and the distances to other areas of significant housing.

19.5 Residents have raised contamination as an issue, but the Council’s Environmental Health Officer is content with the submissions and raises no concerns.

19.6 The land to be developed is in Flood Zone 1, with the majority of the Country Park in Flood Zone 2/3. The development makes provision for dealing with excessive rainfall by using swales and attenuation ponds so that flooding is not considered to be a concern.

19.7 The exact line of the footpaths has not yet been determined (although shown indicatively on the Masterplan) and the layout of the country park will be designed to enhance the space which is within Rowden Conservation Area.

19.8 The Core Strategy does make provision for employment to come before housing and this application is accompanied by the application for Showell Farm (N/13/00308/OUT), which provides the employment element.

20. Conclusion

20.1 The proposal is not in accordance with the Wiltshire Core Strategy (as the development plan), in that it lies outside of the limits of development and although it is being brought forward through the plan led process outlined in Core Policy CP2 and CP10 of the Core Strategy this is not complete. However, this has to be set against other material considerations. The Council cannot currently demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply in the north and west housing market area. In these circumstances, NPPF paragraph 49 advises that policies relevant for the supply of housing should not be considered up to date. As a result, the presumption in favour of sustainable development as set out in paragraph 14 of the framework is engaged so that permission should be granted unless the adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits.

20.2 As this report demonstrates, there are no longer any outstanding site specific objections to the development of this site in terms of the scale of development (CP1), ecology (CP50), landscape (CP51), flood risk (CP61), Public Protection (CP55 and CP57) and highways (CP62) that would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits of this particular development in this location on the edge of a sustainable settlement. The application is not wholly compliant with CP43 (Affordable Homes) in that the policy requires 40% Affordable Homes and what is proposed is to be no less than 30%. This shortfall has been balanced against the benefits of providing new homes, which are much needed in Chippenham throughout this and this shortfall has not been considered to be worthy of refusing the planning application, especially since the figure may be negotiated above the 30% minimum.
20.3 The report has highlighted that the development will have a less than substantial adverse impact on the setting of some heritage assets. The balancing exercise required by and the guidance in para 132 and 134 of the NPPF has been fully undertaken and considerable importance and weight has been attached to preserving the setting of the heritage assets. However, the benefits of the proposal including, amongst many, the fact that the proposal will boost housing supply at a scale of development appropriate to the principal settlement status of Chippenham, where a current lack of a five year supply of housing is acknowledged. The proposal has been planned alongside the employment site at Showell Farm to ensure connectivity between the proposals to support the delivery of balanced growth at south west Chippenham. There would be an additional supply of affordable housing and there would be economic benefits through construction and occupation of the houses together with other public benefits that include enhanced ecological areas, and an increased understanding of the heritage assets by way of information boards. The scheme brings beneficial links for residents to access the town centre by means other than the private car and access for existing town residents into the open countryside as well as access to information about Chippenham’s history. The proposal will give more formal access to an area of land that is currently informally used, but without the benefit of marked paths.

20.6 It is considered on this occasion that the adverse impacts do not outweigh the benefits of scheme. It is therefore considered that the proposal is sustainable development in the context of the NPPF paragraphs 14 and 49 which will benefit the town as a whole and should be permitted.

RECOMMENDATION
That Authority to be delegated to the Area Development Manager to grant planning permission subject to the signing of a S106 agreement within 6 months of Committee and with the conditions listed.

In the event that the S106 is not completed within the 6 month timeframe allow Officers to assess progress and determine whether planning permission should be refused on the grounds of not achieving the required infrastructure commitments.

The Section 106 will need to cover matters including the provision of affordable housing; educational requirements; highway matters; and open space. More details on this will be reported at the meeting.

Recommended conditions are set out below:

1. No development shall commence on site until details of the following matters (in respect of which approval is expressly reserved) have been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority:

(a) The scale of the development;
(b) The layout of the development;
(c) The external appearance of the development;
(d) The landscaping of the site;
.

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.

REASON: The application was made for outline planning permission and is granted to comply with the provisions of Section 92 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and Article 5 (1) of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015.

2. The development hereby permitted shall be begun either before the expiration of three years from the date of this permission, or before the expiration of two years from the date of approval of the last of the reserved matters to be approved, whichever is the later.
REASON: To comply with the provisions of Section 92 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

3. No development shall commence on site until a scheme for the discharge of surface water from the site (including surface water from the access/driveway), incorporating sustainable drainage details, relevant infiltration tests carried out in accordance with BRE365 and full justification to support results of flood risk calculations given in the FRA, has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall not be first occupied until surface water drainage has been constructed in accordance with the approved scheme.

REASON: The application contained insufficient information to enable this matter to be considered prior to granting planning permission and the matter is required to be agreed with the Local Planning Authority before development commences in order that the development is undertaken in an acceptable manner, to ensure that the development can be adequately drained.

4. No development shall commence on site until details of the works for the disposal of sewerage including the point of connection to the existing public sewer have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. No dwelling shall be first occupied until the approved sewerage details have been fully implemented in accordance with the approved plans.

REASON: The application contained insufficient information to enable this matter to be considered prior to granting planning permission and/or [DELETE as appropriate] the matter is required to be agreed with the Local Planning Authority before development commences in order that the development is undertaken in an acceptable manner, to ensure that the proposal is provided with a satisfactory means of drainage and does not increase the risk of flooding or pose a risk to public health or the environment.

5. No development shall commence on site until details of the works for the disposal of sewerage including the point of connection to the existing public sewer have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. No dwelling shall be first occupied until the approved sewerage details have been fully implemented in accordance with the approved plans.

REASON: The application contained insufficient information to enable this matter to be considered prior to granting planning permission and the matter is required to be agreed with the Local Planning Authority before development commences in order that the development is undertaken in an acceptable manner, to ensure that the proposal is provided with a satisfactory means of drainage and does not increase the risk of flooding or pose a risk to public health or the environment.

6. The dwellings hereby approved shall achieve a level of energy performance at or equivalent to Level 4 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. No dwelling shall be occupied until evidence has been issued and submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning authority certifying that this level or equivalent has been achieved. Prior to the commencement of the non-residential development hereby permitted details of how the developer will achieve BREEAM Very Good shall be submitted to and approved in writing by, the Local Planning authority. The development shall be carried out in the agreed methodology.

REASON: To ensure the proposals comply with relevant guidance and CP41 of the Wiltshire Core Strategy.

7. No development shall commence within the all areas except fields 4, 6, 7 and 8 until:
a) A written programme of archaeological investigation, which should include on-site work and off-site work such as the analysis, publishing and archiving of the results, has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority; and

b) The approved programme of archaeological work has been carried out in accordance with the approved details.

REASON: The application contained insufficient information to enable this matter to be considered prior to granting planning permission and the matter is required to be agreed with the Local Planning Authority before development commences in order that the development is undertaken in an acceptable manner, to enable the recording of any matters of archaeological interest.

8. No more than 140 dwellings shall be occupied unless, and until the M4 J17 improvement scheme as shown on Atkins drawing numbers WHCC_OS_ATK-HGN-T07178-DR-D-0001 revision P01.5 dated 14/01/16 and WHCC_OS-ATK-HGN-T07178-DR-D-0002 revision P01.4 dated 14/01/16 are completed and open to traffic.

REASON: To ensure the safe and effective operation of the strategic road network.

9. No development shall commence until a scheme to demonstrate that all finished floor levels are set at least 300mm above the typical adjacent modelled 1 in 100 annual probability flood level to take into account a 30% allowance for climate change, has been submitted to and agreed in writing by the local planning authority. Thereafter the development shall be carried in accordance with the approved scheme.

REASON: To reduce the impact of flooding on the proposed development and future occupants.

10. No development shall commence until a scheme to ensure adequate floodplain compensation provision has been submitted to and agreed in writing by the local planning authority. The construction of the part of the northern access road which encroaches into flood zone 3 must not commence until the floodplain compensation scheme has been completed. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved scheme and any subsequent amendments shall be agreed in writing with the local planning authority.

REASON: To minimise the impact of the development on the floodplain.

11. No development shall commence until a surface water management scheme for the site, based on sustainable drainage principles and an assessment of the hydrological and hydrogeological context of the development, has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The submitted details shall clarify the intended future ownership and maintenance provision for all drainage works serving the site. The scheme shall subsequently be implemented in accordance with the approved details before the development is complete.

REASON: To prevent the increased risk of flooding and ensure future maintenance of the surface water drainage system.

12. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted a Construction Environmental Management Plan, incorporating pollution prevention measures has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The plan shall subsequently be implemented in accordance with the approved details and agreed
timetable.

REASON: To prevent pollution of the water environment.

13. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted a scheme for water efficiency shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The scheme shall be implemented concurrently with the occupation of the development and permanently maintained thereafter.

REASON:
In the interests of sustainable development and climate change adaptation.

INFORMATIVE TO APPLICANT:
The attention of the applicant is drawn to the contents of the attached letter from the Environment Agency on 22nd January 2015.

14. Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted details of the following shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority:
1. Tree retention and removal plan.
2. A plan showing the retained trees and Root Protection Areas (RPAs) on the proposed layout.
3. A plan showing strategic hard and soft landscape design, including species and location of new tree planting.
5. A detailed Arboricultural Method Statement.
6. Details of all engineering within the RPAs and other relevant construction details.
7. Alignment of all utility apparatus.
8. A dimensioned tree protection plan.
9. Schedule of works to retained trees eg Acess facilitation for pruning.

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.

REASON: To protect the trees on site and ensure their health and vitality.

15. All soft landscaping comprised in the approved details of landscaping shall be carried out in the first planting and seeding season following the first occupation of the building(s) or the completion of the development whichever is the sooner; All shrubs, trees and hedge planting shall be maintained free from weeds and shall be protected from damage by vermin and stock. Any trees or plants which, within a period of five years, die, are removed, or become seriously damaged or diseased shall be replaced in the next planting season with others of a similar size and species, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning authority. All hard landscaping shall also be carried out in accordance with the approved details prior to the occupation of any part of the development or in accordance with a programme to be agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority.

REASON: To ensure a satisfactory landscaped setting for the development and the protection of existing important landscape features.

16. No dwelling shall be occupied, until details of screen walls and/or fences have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and the screen walls and/or fences in respect of each dwelling have been erected in accordance approved details. The approved screen walls and/or fences shall be retained and maintained as such at all times thereafter.

REASON: To prevent overlooking & loss of privacy to neighbouring property.

17. No railings, fences, gates, walls, bollards and other means of enclosure development shall be erected in connection with the development hereby permitted until details of their
design, external appearance and decorative finish have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details prior to the development being occupied / brought into use.

REASON: In the interests of visual amenity and the character and appearance of the area.

18. All plans submitted for approval as part of the reserved matters (as set out in Condition 1), shall be in accordance with the ecological mitigation measures set out in:
1) Chapter 5 of the Environmental Statement and relevant appendices (specifically 5.1 - 5.3)
2) Green Infrastructure Strategy (DRG No. 2513-09O)
3) Lighting Strategy (Peter Brett, Project Ref: 20399/3003 | Rev: Final | Date: December 2014)
All development shall be carried out in strict accordance with the approved plans.

REASON: To ensure that ecological impacts are avoided and mitigated as far as possible through detailed design, in accordance with CP50

19. A Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (LEMP) shall be submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority before commencement of the development. The content of the LEMP shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, the ecological mitigation measures set out in Chapter 5 of the Environmental Statement (and associated appendices), including the following detailed information:
   a) Description and evaluation of features to be managed;
   b) Landscape and ecological trends and constraints on site that might influence management;
   c) Aims and objectives of management;
   d) Appropriate management options for achieving aims and objectives;
   e) Prescriptions for management actions;
   f) Preparation of a work schedule;
   g) Details of the body or organisation responsible for implementation of the plan;
   h) Ongoing monitoring and remedial measures;
   i) Details of how the aims and objectives of the LEMP will be communicated to future occupiers of the development.

The LEMP shall also demonstrably have regard to the principles and approach set out in the submitted 'Providing Net Biodiversity Gain' document (Engain, December 2015), and that it should demonstrate a net gain in the overall biodiversity of the site.

The LEMP shall also include details of the legal and funding mechanism by which the long-term implementation of the plan will be secured by the developer with the management bodies responsible for its delivery.

The plan shall also set out (where the results from monitoring show that the conservation aims and objectives of the LEMP are not being met) how contingencies and/or remedial action will be identified, agreed and implemented.

Upon commencement of development the LEMP shall be implemented in full in accordance with the approved details.

REASON: The application contained insufficient information to be fully implemented by landscaping management and maintenance staff or enforced by the Local Planning Authority in order to ensure that the development is undertaken in an acceptable manner, to ensure adequate ongoing protection, mitigation and compensation for protected species, priority species and priority habitats throughout the lifetime of the development.

20. No development shall commence on site (including any works of demolition), until a Construction Method Statement, which shall include the following:
   a) the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors;
   b) loading and unloading of plant and materials;
   c) storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development;
   d) the erection and maintenance of security hoarding including decorative displays and
facilities for public viewing, where appropriate;
e) wheel washing facilities;
f) measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction;
g) a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from demolition and construction works;
h) detailed measures for the protection of semi-natural habitats and sensitive species (as broadly set out in Chapter 5 of the Environmental Statement and associated appendices); and
i) hours of construction, including deliveries.

has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. The approved Statement shall be complied with in full throughout the construction period. The development shall not be carried out otherwise than in accordance with the approved construction method statement.

REASON: The application contained insufficient information to enable this matter to be implemented by construction staff or enforced by the Local Planning Authority in order to ensure that the development is undertaken in an acceptable manner, to minimise detrimental effects to the neighbouring amenities, the amenities of the area in general, detriment to the natural environment through the risks of pollution and dangers to highway safety, during the construction phase.